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Farm, Garden, and Household.

A sensation of the first water swept East
St. Louis yesterday morning, of so unique
and exciting a character that it will not bo
forgotten for many a long day. At about
half past three o’clock yesterday morning
Mr. Edward S. Bradley, a citizen of East
St. Louis, was awakened by his wife with
the intelligence that burglars were attempting an entrance to the house, which, it mav
be stated, is a two story frame, situated on
The upper portion of the
Third street.
dwelling is occupied by the family for sleeping apartments, while one of the lower
rooms serves as a room for an old lady
named Flynn, a member of the household.
On learning that some cause for alarm
really existed, Mr. Bradley arose, and grasping a huge cavalry sword, stationed himself
at the window, expecting every moment
to see the ingress or attempted ingress of
some
daring thief, and determined to defend
his fireside at all hazards. While thus waiting a sudden crash was heard from below.
as if the whole side of the house had been
jammed in, and at the same time the old lady
was heard to scream piercingly as if wild
with fear. According to the story the window and the bureau near it were suddenly
Her
dashed into the middle of the room.
husband is a night watchman, and being
soon expected home, she thought he must
have been out drunk, and was attempting to
She sprang
get in through the window.
from her bed and seized what she supposed
It had a
to lie tlie retreating leg of a man.
queer feel, however, and was drawn outward
with violence, and the old lady having advanced close to the shattered window, saw to
her horror the towering bulk of an enormous
elephant. Unable to overcone the shock
she fell almost insensible to the floor. At
this stage of affairs Mr. Bradley, with his
drawn satire, started to the rescue.
The
stairs leading below arc on the outside of the
house, and as lie descended he encountered
the elephant, who appeared determined to
ascend the steps. A few blows on the trunk
cowed the Inigo brute, and lie commenced a
He backed out of the yard and took
retreat.
a northwardly course until lie arrived at the
saloon owned by Mr. Charles Schaffner, at.
which place he stopped, took a general ob
servation of the surroundings, then making
a desperate charge he shivered a large dom
to atoms.
This last affair was the close of
his damage. lip wandered off through the
silent streets and at daylight was found near
the Southeastern depot dead, having, it is
said, died from the etl'eets of the cold. The
explanation of the business was soon asoer
tained. The elephant belonged to a menagerie, which was going east oil the Vandalia
Railroad. The elephant was left at dark by
the keeper in a railroad ear, being, as lie supposed, securely locked in. During the night,
however, he broke the chain which fastened
his leg, tore down the door and started on
his voyage of death.
He ws an immense
brute, and his carcass was viewed with intense curiosity by the citizens during the
day. Ii is said that the original cost of thu
animal was nearly So,000.

WATER.
t his wonderful sub-lance. abundantly furnished
by an a 1!-wise and beneficiont Creator, exists
through Nature's wide domains—pure water. Na-

I

abundant drink for all her creatures. In the
on the tops of the mountains, in
the clouds diffused in every shape and form, in each
ture's

depths of earth,

•oid every substance. In the atmosphere, in the
-olid rocks, in all animal and vegetable substances,

'EARNESTNESS IN

verywhoiv, any where. Composed of two gases,
When Goethe uttered the foregoing words, his
vg* 11 and hydrogen. and often containing in genius seemed to discover the watchwords of the
solution, various substances with which it has been opening of the 19th century, hut one cannot be
earnest simply by desiring earnestness as an abstract
u contact.
Heat expands it, cold expands it. In
quality. One can hardly lasli or goad himself into
the lo an of steam it occupies eighteen hundred a sincere or
genuine enthusiasm, for man can hardtimes the hulk ii did when w ater. In the form of ly be enthusiastic about nothing. To be earnest,
a delinito
conviction.
ii oc upics more space than before and often therefore, one must have
Given an object, a motive power, and earnestness,
1 urst
the vessel in which it is frozen. Fissures in
genuine earnestness, will, ay, must follow. Now
o
k-, when filled with water, and frozen bv the Ft i-. hard, yea, quite impossible we deem, to engage
without he>ld of winter, enlarge, and the fon t i- enormous. in works of progress and improvement,
me earnest, really enthusiastic in what he engages.
thine- Splitting huge boilhh r- into pieces.
1US no whit less important for success in farming
Watt r i- viseful to us in variou w i\If turns Ilian it is in the learned professions. A minister
without
earnestness, without unction, will he surtic* massive wheel that
-s the mill or the facrounded by sleepy or drowsy, heedless auditors, it
lory's machinery.
it saw- and fashion* our lum- to call ihem hearers lie not a misnomer. So it is
h
vi in 1- om grain, w eave-our clothes, crushes
with the farmer; he must have earnestness in his
calling, tor without it his life will be hardly better
ore, and performs prodigies of labor ami usethan a round of drudgery and toil which are a weariMlne--. It forms < heap and easy eommunieation
ness to the flesh.
l!ut let him he earnest in Ids vobetween one place and another. It floats our rafts cation and all is changed; what was hardly better
f lutnb. r, the boat and hatteau. ll bear.- up our than slavery, now becomes a source of perennial
what was toil or drudgery before, now
-hip- with their burden-. If affords a ]iathway for pleasure;
takes on the semblance of recreation; for really that
d! natiofis and in all clime-.
seems to he recreation which recreates and perpetIt i- useful as a element, that lmni-he- valuable uates a sense of new life, a feeling of pleasure and
Our rivers abound,

satWaction.
The great lack and therefore the great want
among the majority of our New England farmers,
is, anil has been lor generations,—real genuine earnestness in their calling,—true enthusiasm in their
vocation.
'i'lii* *t.ito of* thing's Will continue just
Ion# as the do sire and purpose prevail to quit tannin# .just so soon as somethin# else shall otter or
seem to turn up to allow ot doing so.
With ail
such life i- a question of protit and loss, the latter
to
he
the
ehief
characteristic
of
their
ueseeming
eount hook, and so il must continue to he until tin*
question shall he derided whether farming is to be
pursued as life’s vocation, or abandoned at the liiM
seeming opportunity for doiugso. To he earnest
in any business, a man must throw his whole soul
into il ; and, unless In does, his life will be a failure
and he reekoned of the class of whom il i- said, it
would seemingly ha\e been belter had they not
been horn,—a most sad and discreditable sequel of
lives passed in a world full ot opportunities for doin# good and receiving good.
The question decided, that I am best fitted for
fanning of anythin#, and earnestness is horn, and
all the hitherto latent energies ot life are aroused to
ad ii*ii: knowledge is sought: every opportunity for
gaining it is improved; farmer's clubs are attended :
lectures are heard; the agri* nltural press is liberally patronized and the contents of the journals received are thoroughly and carefully read, which
was not the ease before; hints and
suggestions
from experience and observations lire treasured and
life
has
new
ends
and
aims
and new
heeded;
pleasures; everything wears a new hue; what was
drudgery becomes a source of delight; such a man
will say it is good for me that I was horn, and his
neighbors will add, il is good for us too, and lor the
world, that siudi a man has lived. [ llnston Culti-

or

might abound, with th * -• deli ion- ti-h that once
-Witrim d annually up from the -i a to find
-pawning ground-, and with those who .• ne not to seek
the Ocean's wide expanse. The o,v:m itself is a
v .i-t
rcj.o-itory of uni' ll delicious tood. in many
and

v .tried
shapes.
Wah r is essential

t

>

"-ood health.

We not

only

need it to allay thirst, but vve need it lor cleansing
purpo-, s, for washing. bathin/ and culinary purIi i* given Ire.- ith air and earth: it can
pose-.
he

never

tie-

are

monopolized.

open to

all.

Ii hii

health-giv ing proper-

11
-f-

forth from the

inoun-

si lc.hv' the hid- m l in th valley-, If courses
m silver threads m bro.ide.t- into mar--tic rivers or
i '.civ lake-.
It i- stored within lie cartll ill inexhaustible -upplv. It permeate- the particles ot air
and drifts over

lowering,

or

our

heads in eloltd-. den-e and
with forms ever chancing.

pearly light,

ii hide* within the fmits.and flower-,

sparkling and bright beneath tlie sunlight, or
I ad«-ii skies.
5
m«t gloom> a- it <••11
tic
Glowing with fervor limlei noon-ti de brilliance. .«i
lion
iii
th -! i: .m
a:i-pv of tin* bim- jskv inline
I
.it night
e V
'C.atlt ill! I ever a I- v e|v
cheering
\
sight.

dark

ENERGY.

vator.

lids term. iii tin* 1‘oiuiiMu puIniM' of \i'\v Fug
a-*
*ptatnm. means “gumption." Some have
spunk. It ne* ms tie* momentum with which we

laud's
.i

in

move

EYE-SIGHT.

enterprises—the ability io do things.
have a large amount ol theorv. we may

mu

He may
wish and entreat and need, \el n »t po* ,eWe
must p i*,se>s this inwrought, self-force, must move
with tin* and spirit. Knergy. gumption, or spunk
i-

t

.Milton's blindness was the result of over-work
and dyspepsia. One of the most eminent American
divines lias for some time been compelled to forego
I lie pleasure ot reading, has spent thousands of
dollars in vain, and lost years of time in consequence of getting up several hours before day, and
studying by artificial light. Multitudes of men and
women have made their eyes weak for life by the
t<».» free use of the eye-sight in reading small print
and doing line sew ing.
In view of these things it 0 well to observe the
following rules in the use of the eyes :
Avoid -udden changes between light and dark-

necessary in every walk ol life, in everv grade
society, in eyerv vocation, to secure excellence.
Ih*

agriculturist needs energy; he must he a
prompt, ready, forcible. shrewd. trained, lie
should he prompt in his engagements, in the execution of his plan-, in tic- proce
of his calling.
man

F

nd\ to decide upon tilt* i»l-oper

e.ear-

toh.

taken*

ness.

ready ,to meet, every cnergeney, i. idy to tain* adNever begin to read, or write,or sew, for several
vantage of his labor. Forcible in right dealing and minutes a tie! i-ommg from darkness to a bright
light.
good example, fwivihte in the pattern (•! for tin*
Never read by twilight, or moonlight, or of a
*
oiniuunity at large. Shrew.I in bargaining, in his cloudy da).
Never read or sew directly in front of the light,
dealing** with other shrewd men, and in the matter
or w indow’, or door.
ol “which side .»t hi- hi' id i- buttered."
Trained
It is better to have the light fall from above,
in the processes of In
calling, in those principles of obliquely over the left shoulder.
truth justice humanity and benevolence that give
Never sleep so that on first awaking the eves
-hall open on the light, of a whitlow.
the crowning lustre to a noble calling.
Do not use the eve-sight, by light so scant that it
Knergy is power: tie* power that compters obiqcuires an effort to discriminate.
stacles, that overcome- opposition, 111 a I leads up
Poo much light creates a glare, and pains and
the stet p where rests the simlighl on lie* mountains confuses the sight. The moment von are sensible
of an ctfort to distinguish, that moment reuse, and
li is genius to him that
k- it- aid. WitliT"p
take a walk or ride.

man i- like the oarle-- boat
upon tlr* ocean'*
surge, tossed here and He re, a bubble,
playtbin;;-,
>\ iters.
Willi n
like
a Waif upon the bicndii;
the noble ship whit** win;** I. and |ea\in
j»alh
through tie- path!.- w *\< hk He -I- un-til" that
tie miehlv raft of
not on)\ moves il-elf hut nno

out it

As the sky is blue ami the earth green, it would
that the ceiling should he of a bluish tinge,
wall-i of some mellow’ tint.
\

seem

Mm

■

new

forces to aid it

HOW

on-

ward progress. It feeds the hungry, clothes the
naked and educates tie* ignorant. It parts w ifh its
tires to light those on many darkened hearths, gaining fresh strength by tin* very eflbrts for its own I
diifustou.
|
Onward rushes the long ir n. led by the ironj
horse, the energy of steam in its limbs oi strength

|

it onward and -till on, pa*d bill and vale,
arches, across river-, and through tin* mountain passes, ever Inn* to it- iron wav. So men,
impelled by the resistless energy of good and
praisworlby ends, press on the track of duty, in
light and shade, in sleet and term, in ln .it and

urging
over

old, toward tin* object sought, toward tin goal of
life. Over rough ami smooth, • ountim* all things
loss that aids them not in the attainment of tin
hearts desires.

HOW

TO

GET

UP

A

are

Instinctively prompted

t<»

<

mountains, and links together nations with iron
It pushes out into
bauds and magnetic nerves.

Holds and searches for

von

mb lie- Vi s, ihaf
tr»j> iisUMjf ! Ik*iii.
Ji the eyelid.-, are glued together on waking up,
do n -t forcibly open them, but apply the saliva
with the finger; it. is the speediest diiutcnt in the
world. Then wash the eye and face in warm water.
1 Hull's Journal of Health.

iu in her to it- destined haven.
Knergy is success or the pei.pii-ite to it sure
It mould* the iron to hapes ol use
attainment.
and beauty, it delve- He* ores, it tunnels the \< r\

new

moment

!
|

FARMERS’ OLUR j

TO

TREAT BALKYXHORSES.

il you have a balky horse, il is your own fault,
•md not the horses, for if they do not pull true,
there is some cause for it, and if von will remove
the cause, the elteet will (ease. When your horse
balks he i-. excited, and does not know w’hat you
want him to do.
When lie gets a little excited, stop
him five or ten minutes; let him become calm; go
to the balkv horse, pal him and speak gently to
him; and as soon a- he is over his excitement, he
will, in nine eases out often pull at tin* word.
Whipping and slashing and swearing only make
the matter worse. Alter you have gentled him
awhile, and hi- excitement has cooled down, take
him by the bits; turn him cadi way a few minutes,
as far as you can; pull out the tongue; gentle him
a
little; unrein him: then step before the bulky
horse, an l let the other start first: then you can
lake them anywhere you wish. A balky horse is
a.ways high spirited and starts quick; half the pull
is out before, the other starts; by standing before
him the other starts lirst. By close application to
this rule, you can make any balky horse pull. If a
horse has been badly spoiled, you should hitch him
to the empty
wagon, and pull it round awhile on
.d ground; then put on a small load and increase
J gradually, caressing as
before, and in a short time
> on can have a good work horse. [American Farmer.

almost every agricultural paper from a di>tance,
there is a paragraph appropriated l<» the encouragement of the Farmers' < ’lubs, and Hie herd mode of
stalling I hem. In all these, w ithouf an exception.
m» far a- it
is now rememhered, the blunder is coinmitted in embracing in the programme, a subject
tor special discussion at each meeting.
We say ibis
is ;i blunder, from the fact that il looks too much
liki a debating society, where the members are expected to meet trained and “crammed" to enter upIn <'lule*. composed of farmers,
ou the discussion.
lhi" formality and preparations -lnmld be w holly
ignored. With the farmer desires and needs, is a
'ocial gathering to consist say of a dozen members,
three-fourths of w hom would at least attend each
meeting, to assemble once a week at each other's
houses, to converse and interchange facts and expression* relative to their busiues-. There should
be no written by-laws, or rules. Of course there
should be some “refreshment s" provided mi these
occasion*, as this will be found «■ leave cjuite a
loir ,u.m t mil!
marked etteel in <-:tli>ing lie m be
fare, however, should be obsem d not lo permit
this t<» go beyond a certain moderate limit, oilierwise il will, instead of adding to the value and permanency of these neighborly gatherings, undermine and destroy them, and lo the members prove
hurtful rather than beneficial. There should be a
President and Secretary—the former pre-ide at the
—refreshment table, and the latter to pick up, cull
out, and prepare earefull.v the e.>st iuv ol the conversation* during the evening for publication. This
ir. about what, in brief, a Farmer-' Club ought to
be. [Germantown Telegraph.
Id

TO

I

KEEP TIRES ON WHEELS.

Hear what a practical man says on the subject:
"I ironed a wagon one year ago for my own use,
and before putting on the tiles 1 tilled the felloes
with linseed oil; and the tires leave worn out and
were never loose.
1 ironed a buggy for my own
use M'veral Veal's ago, and the tires are now as
tight
as when put on.
My [method of .tilling the felloes
wilh oil is as follows: 1 use n long east-iron heater,
made for the purpose, The oil is brought to a boiling heat, the wheel is placed on a stick, so as to
hang in the oil each felloe, an hour for a commonsized felloe. The timber should he dry, as green
timber will not take oil. Care should he taken
that the oil he no hotter than a boiling heat, in order
that the timber he not burnt. Timber tilled with
oil is not susceptible to water, and the timber is
Ulllch more durable
I was amused some years
eg... wiieii I mid the blacksmith how to keep the
lire ight on wheels, bv his telling me that it was a
prolilahle business to tighten tires, and the wagonmaker will say that it is profitable to him lo make
and repair wheels; hut what will the far.. who
supports Ihe w heel right and smith say?" 1 Ex.

COLOR IN

THE HORSE.

11 is an old expression that a good horse cannot
... had color, still we find that the ready sale of a
horse depends largely upon his color. Some lines
are strongly
objected to, and prejudice is carried so
TANNING SHFFP SKINS WITH WOOL ON. far as
to deny merit, to an animal not marked according to tin* standard of the critic. \W have not
Lake the skill upon a hoard, with the flesh side much tailh in color,
believing that good ipialitjcs
out, unit then scrape with a blunt knife, next rub it are not partial to any particular line. White horses,
over haul with pulverized chalk until it w ill absorb
it is claimed, live to the greatest age. In ISO;! a
no more.
Then take tin* skin from the board and gentleman farmer, residing near Ludlow, England,
cover it with pulverized alum, double half
way over had a team of four grays, whose united ages were
with flesh side in contact, then roll tight together a hundred veals. These
grays were all lively aniand keep dry for three days, alter which untold if mals, performing their work with
dispatch. Snell
and stretch it again on a hoard or door, and dry in a circumstance certainly is unusual, and we
may
the air and it will be ready for use. Nice white regard it in the light of a coincidence. As coincisheep skins make handsome door mats, cushions, a dence does not prove a proposition, the history of
warm spread to put. on the floor for
baby to sit on the Ludlow team has no special influence in giving
in winter time and serv manv other useful pur- character to theory that
gray is the most desireuhio
color in the horse, because it is associated with the
poses. [Columbian Spy.
greatest longevity. A gray horse lnav he hardy,
and so may a brown, a black, a chestnut, or a bav.
RUNNIZG INTO FXTRFMFS.
|Turf, field and farm.

Farmers are as likely to be carried aw ay by the
hope of gain as other people. Understanding well
the nature of their soil, as they ought to do, and
what it is best adapted to produce with profit, manv
of them will rush into the growth of one or two
crops only because commanding a high price at the
time, and either by the mound not taking kindly
to these crops, or by an over supply of the market,
they almost invariably make a mistake. A farmer
may increase or diminish the breadth of ground appropriated to certain crops, hut we hold it to be
good policy to stick to such crops as are known to
be suited to the farm and maintain the ordinary rotation. Those who entirely change their system
seldom succeed, and generally return to tint* principles. [Farm and Fireside.

EFFICACY OF ONIONS.
;

A

writer

sexere

“Never mind your printed orders—I order
you to go ahead,”
“Well, 1 wouldn’t, and he was awfully
mad and swore that I shouldn’t run a week
'Tis sad to part, for you and L
Have passed through many scenes together; longer on the road.
Probably after he had
We’ve seen the ups and downs of life—
cooled down he would have never said a
Its storms and its sunny weather.
word about the matter, for he was clearly in
We’ve seen that many pass us by.
the wrong. Three minutes is too close a
Because our garb is worn and seedy.
shave on time when six or seven hundred
the
favors
Forgetting all
past,
people’s lives are interested, and regular
When we were flush and they were needy.
printed orders are to he obeyed till other regBut we will speak of other things
But I
ular printed orders are issued.
Our past is dead with all its glory.
thought at first he’d complain to the PresiAnd is to all but you and 1.
A stale, uninteresting story.
I dent, and 1 was bound to have the first talk
i if possible.
In looking o’er the many scraps
i The President heard ray story, and sent for
From out thy folds and secret places.
the superintendent. He denied that he had
What sad memories do I find
Of many long departed faces,
ordered me at all, or made any threats, but
said that lie had told me 1 had ten minutes
Here is a note for money loaned
to spare.
So it was a question of veracity,
To aid a friend in Ills distresses,
And here—God bless her—is a lock
and I began to think I would be sent hack to
Of little Daisy’s golden tresses.
run my train, and that running a train on
that road would not he tny business very
And here, all nicely packed axvax—
A faded ribbon tied around il—
long.
The golden toy she gave to me:
All at once a gentleman who had been
Till now I never have unbound il.
sitting witli a newspaper held in front of his
And here and there an ancient coin,
lace,'at the hack ot the office, come forA bit of prose, a pleasing sonnet.
j ward.
With Daisy’s sad, untimely deatli—
•Mr. President,” said ho, “I happened to
The “lines” a fiicnd once wrote upon it.
he
standing, by these two men when they had
Amt last, not least, a pencil sketch,
that talk. The conductor is right, and the
The likeness of a dear-loved brother.
other man lies. It' the train had gone on I
And with it—seen through bitter tears
had made up my mind to walk hack to the
The silver tresses of mv mother.
last station, the chance of an accident .wmAgain I'll place within thy folds
cd so great.”
These sacred tokens of affection.
I III II 111l! I I l'MllCIlL wart IIlllll.
And treasure them, as themes of thought
In all my hours of retrospection.
“Why, good heavens,” said he, “my wife
and family were on that train. Mr. .Superintendent,
go and draw your wages to the first
THE CONDUCTOR’S STORY.
of next month, and leave the road now.”
lint sometimes a conductor is put in such a
We were smoking one night before the
hotel smoking room grate, when one man position that the rules wont guide him. The
said:
responsibility is very great. I remember
“I have always thought I’d like to be a once being so placed, and 1 thought at the
time that my hair ought to have turned white
railroad conductor—for a while at least.”
The old conductor smiled, and knocked the that night with anxiety.
It was when the Hudson lliver Railroad
ashes oil' his cigar.
There was no telegraph
“Well,” said he, “1 believe almost every was just built.
line tin'll, and everything was
one has had that feeling at one time or an- along the
other. There is something fascinating to a ipiite primitive compared to what it is now.
sober business man in the idea of doing busi- The ilagmen were on a sort of a strike about
ness and earning your living at thirty miles those days loo, so that you trusted to luck
L was running a sort of
an hour, and the spice of danger that you for safe running.
may at any moment be sent to kingdom come a way train between New York and Poughby ‘lightning express,’ is just vague enough keepsie. That running an ‘express’ is much
lint to a con- pleasanter than running a ‘way’ you may
not to frighten but to attract,
ductor it is prosaic, business enough. So it is easily imagine.
An express sometimes don't stop for a hour
Don’t you reto engineers and brakemen.
member that at the inquest over the Norwalk at a time, and after you have worked your
bridge accident it was shown that the en- coaches once you have nothing to do but to
gineer was in the habit of opening every- sit down and earn your money that easy way.
thing, and then reading a newspaper, lie Then, when you reach the next station, il
was neglecting his business, of course ; but your brakemeu mind their business they can
it shows what habit will do; ’twill make a tell you how many passengers have got into
the coach, and then you are always able to
reading room of an express engine.
“Railroad men learn the lesson of punctu- pick them out, because they haven't the setality very thoroughly. It won’t do to lie tled air of old passengers. Rut a way train
late, or the train won’t start on time, and conductor has much harder work.
“Well 1 ran the train out of New York one
then an awful row is certain. One time 1
was at Albany, and that afternoon the Hud- afternoon, and had for the driver of the train
son
River, Boston and Central trains all a man who was famous for the accurate way
started at live o’clock.
Well, the conduc- in which he would come up to his stations.
He would stop any named coach almost to
tors of the trains, and the engineers, too,
went down tin; river on a propeller—the a foot of where he said he would, but on this
Julia 1 think she was called. We turned occasion he seemed to have very poor luck.
round in plenty time, but about ten miles He ran past his stations and had to back
below Albany we. ran aground. There wasn’t down, and then again he would stop so short
that the engine would be in front of the staa conductor at the depot to take any one’s
place, and the tide was falling. Williams, a tion and the rear coach an eighth of a mile
splendid great big fellow, became desperate, back, and if raining hard, too. Then he’d
jumped into the river, put his shoulders un- start up again just as the passengers were
der the stern, where the propeller had caught getting out. So wc kept running behind
There was a sort of lighton a mud bank, and as the boat was a nine time all the while.
cat power only, and he was a perfect Her- ning express came out of New York about
cules, he actually lilted her oil' and we ar- an hour after us, and we were gradually
rived in Albany just in time—only Williams working back into its lime.
mode
“Wc trot near Fi.shkill,*'ae'1
had to run to Syracuse with his wet clothes
an awful bad shot, at the depot, 1 said to the
on.
“It's a queer existence, too, running day baggage master,” Mack seems to have bad
after dav through a lot of little places that luck at making his stations to-day. Wonder
what’s the matter?”
v.,u .l.,iTt taUo any interest in, or know anyThe baggage master turned around to me
thing about, more than the stations are called stations. It is not such a dangerous life, quicKiy, aim said:
either. Accident insurance companies don’t
“Ifyou waul to know what I think, I think
rate passengers conductors very high, but if Mack is drunk!”
“it can’t be,” says I, “I never saw him
you ever want to feel how helpless a creature
you are in the hands of the Almighty, just touch a drop of liquor or smell of it in any way.’
“That’s so,” said the man. “But 1 think
get cm an express engine, and get the engineer to open everything on a dark night. he’s drunk to-day. lie was in this car a litIt is positively awful to sec your head light tle while ago, and he picked up all the brakeboring into darkness, and to think that be- men’s lanterns and slung them in a bundle at
1 dodged, and then he went back to the
tween you and instant death there is only the me.
chance of the two pieces ol iron you’re trav- engine.”
L didn’t like the idea of a drunken enginelling on being continuous and clear; that if
somebody has just pried up a rail since the eer, but had to laugh at. the fate of the lanIi 1 had known how 1 was going to
last train went over, or anchored something terns.
on the track, your friends won’t know your groan over their late soon, I should not have
body when the coroner’s jury call them as laughed then.
“When I got above Fishkill, I thought I’d
witnesses to your identity.
That’s the way I felt the first time I tried let those who got on at one of tin; little stait, but the engineer was smoking a pipe, and tions ride free to the next, while I rode on
the fireman was whistling ‘Jim along Josey.’ the engine and investigated. "So I got on
When a conductor runs a train out of the “Corning,” and Mack looked black
I joked
town and runs another in again the same enough, instead of civil as usual.
day, it isn’t such a queer life as when he runs him about his bad luck in making stations,
Then he and lie growled out a curse. 1 asked him if
a train out one day and in the next.
lives two lives. One night he is a married man he knew how nearly he had got back into the
at one place; the next night he is a bachelor lighting express time, and he said he knew
The man was evidently
at another place; and the next night a mar- his own business.
drunk and surly. I happened to put my
ried man again—and so on, sec saw.
There is a kind of queer tooling of respon- hand down under the cushion of the seal, and
sibility, having three or four hundred lives felt a bottle. Fulling the cork out, I smellin your keeping. But then there’s the rules. ed whisky, and quietly threw it overboard.
If you keej) to them, if anything happens it But Mack saw me and cursed me for destroyisn’t your fault. When you are out of time ing his property. “What did yon throw that
and have to wait, you are sure to lie cross bottle away for—it wasn’t your rum !” said
anil sure to be baugereu witn questions.
A he, at the end of an awful swear.
“I’ll tell you why,” said I ; “1 am conducme that one of the most
foreigner onto told
surprising things that he had seer, in America tor of this train, and you are too drunk to do
was the respect to conductors, and the way your business right, and you would get worse
they were obeyed by passengers, But pas- and worse ifyou had a bottle.”
Then he grinned a savage sort of a grin
sengers will ask questions when you are
waiting, and its provoking. One day 1 was and quieted down into a silent state, but he
out of time, and ran oil' on a switch to wait looked dangerous about the C3’es.
tor either the down train or a telegram to
“You arc conductor of the train, are you ?
come on.
By and by a pompous man comes I’ll show you how much you have to do with
Lo me as 1 was sitting on the fence.
running it,” says lie, and began to slow up,
“Mr. Conductor,” said hi’ “what are we and we behind time
already, you know. I
did not know exactly what to do—we were
waiting fori1"
“For the down train—we are out of time.
getting dangerously near the lightning exThere’s a single track here, and she has the
press time—and while 1 was debating he
right of the way.”
suddenly ‘blew brakes,’ with a fiendish
“But suppose the down train is behind chuckle, and
stopped at a station that trains
too ?”
never stopped at before.
I looked a: my
“Then I’ll get a telegram.”
watch and determined to send a brakeman
“But suppose they don’t telegraph you, back with a lantern and
stop the express,
how long will you wait ?”
dust then a thought struck me that made my
“Till the wheels rust Oil'."
hair stand on end. There wasn’t a lantern
lie went to the coach growling something on the train—the drunken beast had smashed
about having an engagement in town at the them. There wasn’t a soul at the
station,
time the train was due, and afterwards 1 which was miles
away from its village; the
found out that he was Vice President of the
express didn’t stop before it reached Poughroad.
But he was a sensible old fellow,
keepsie, so that 1 couldn’t leave word to cauthough quick tempered, and I stood better tion, and just then l heard its whistle a mile
with the officers tor what l had said
lie or t wo back. The engineer heard it too, and
used to poke heavy at me sometimes, and laughed a diabolical
laugh.
recommend me to wet the wheels and they
That decided me. I caught up a wrench
would rust off sooner.
and hit him back of the ear, and he dropped
It’s astonishing how reckless some rail- like dead. 1
dragged his body (1 did not
road men become 1 I was on a side track know whether 1 was
handling a corpse or
waiting on time once, and a fellow comes to not) off the engine, and threw it down by
me and say’s:
the roadside and jumped on the engine.
“Why don’t you go on ?”
“Jimmy,” said 1, “the express is after us.
“Because my order is to stay,” I answered Mack smashed all the lanterns—so we can’t
rather sharply.
stop her. Our only chance is running away
He was the new superintendent, a young from her—so cram in the wood and I’ll
open
fellow whom I had never seen, because he’d everything.”
1 knew by observation how to open and
just come on the road. He was courting a
girl on the lino of the road, I afterward found how to shut off, but of course could not gradout, and had an (engagement to go to a ball uate the speed like a professional. I
“openwith her that night, which the lay over inter- ed
everything” you may lie sure, and away
fered with.
we jumped.
It was a curious chase. To be
So he said very quietly, “No, they ain’t,” hunted
by a locomotive don’t fall to the lot of
and when I looked surprised, he says, “I’m
every one. Our engine was not so powerfnl
the superintendent of this road. I say you’ve a one as the
express, and our train was quite
time to get over this bit of single track and as
long, so we crammed in the fuel and dehave three minutes to spare before the down pended upon
high pressure for our salvation.
train reaches it.
I have calculated, and 1 never thought for a moment of
stopping
know.”
that side of Poughkeepsie, so we speeded
“I’ve got my printed orders, Mr. Superinpast the stations all lighted, and tilled with
tendent, says I,” and he broke right in—
wondering laces..
REFLECTIONS.

LIFE.”
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Food To the human race.

ELEPHANTINE SENSATION.

I From the St. Louis Republican, Dee. 22.)

says:—“Wo are troubled often with
coughs, the result of colds of long standing,

winch may turn to consumption or
premature
death. Hard coughs cause sleepless
nights bv eonstunt irritation in the throat, and a
strong ettort to
I throw oil
offensive matter from the lungs. The
remedy I propose has been tried by me, mid recommended by me with good results,'which is
simply
to take into the stomach before
retiring tor the
night a piece ol raw onion, after chewing. This
esculent in an uncooked state is very
heating, and
collects the water from the lungs and
throat, causto
immediate
relief
the
ing
patient

UPON

LAYING ASIDE AN OLD rOCIU.T-IIOOK.
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Just after passing the second, the gong on
the engine struck. Some one had pulled the
safety rope. The fireman’s hand went instinctively to the whistle to blow brakes, but
I caught it. It was the most anxious moment of my life.
If I didn’t mind the signal
and something was wrong, and an accident
should occur, I should always be blamed, if
I didn’t blame myself, but if I stopped, the
express might—probably would run right into us.
The pull didn’t sound professionallike a brakeman’s. It probably was a jerk
at the rope by some passenger, who had been
carried past his station; so I’d chance it.
All this went through my mind like lightning as you may imagine—one thinks quickly on such occasions—and I caught the fireman’s arm. lie had never heard of disobeying the gong, and stared. I was too excited
to speak, but pointed to the fire, and he put
in more wood quietly.
Well, to make a long story short, I never
“blew brakes” till the engine was opposite
the station. Then I shut off, blew one whistle and went sliding up the road. Just, as
we stopped, the express, whose station whistle I had just hoard behind me, came up to
the depot and stopped where the trains usually do. If I had minded the gong, or stopped in front of the depot, I’d been smashed.
You see there was no way to do but to run
tor it.
We hadn’t a red light for the rear
car, we hadn’t a lantern, and couldn’t get
one
to send back to signal; the
flagmen
were on a strike, and the express did not
till
it
reached
Poughkeepsie,
stop anywhere
and she had got so close on to us when the
cut
as
he
did
that
we could not
up
engineer
stop at a station and send a man back. Before he could have got far enough away, they J
would have been so close that they couldn’t
have “broke up” in time, but would have
come right into us.
I didn’t know whether I had killed Mack
or not, but took the “owl train” back and
found him all right, as regards death, but
very sick from the dip I had given him.
The company gave me this watch when
they heard of il.
EMERSON

ON

IMMORTALITY.

Balph Wahlo Emerson treated his disciples
the other night in Boston, to his views on
“Immortality.” lie said that in the first
records of every nation in any degree,
thoughtful or cultivated, some belief in
the life beyond life would be suggested. The whole life of man in the first, ages
“seems to be ponderously determined on
death.” The polity of the Egyptians made
every man an undertaker and the priesthood
a senate of sextons, the chief end of man being to be buried well. The Greek had quite
another philosophy, lie loved life and delighted in beauty, lie adored death; he
looked at death only as the distributor of imperishable glory. Nothing can excel the
Christianity
beauty of his sarcophagus.
brought a new wisdom. He thus describes
to
with
the existing feeling
regard death ;
“Men go up and down; sciences popularize ; the irrisistible democracy ot chemistry,
of vegetation, recompenses with new life
decomposing particle—the race neverdying, the individual never spared. Having pressed on the minds of the age the futility of the old arts of embalming, wc give
our earth to earth.
Sixty years ago we
were taught that we were born to die, and
beyond that all the terrors that theology
could gather from savage passions were added to increase the gloom. A great change
every

Death is seen as a natural
has occurred.
A great
event, and is met with linn ness,
man of our time caused to be written on his
tomb, “Think on Living.” The permanent
of I In1 mind amt lindy is flu- love
-ililiy
of life. What is so good let us endure.”
He wholly disapproves ot the prevailing
materialistic views, and thus tersely sums
them up. “The sceptic affirms that the universe is a nest of boxes, with nothing in the
last box. Bonaparte said of the heart—why,
that’s one ot the viscera. It’s hunger, it’s
the pit of the stomach that moves the
world.”
A few simple elements of “natural faith”
arc thus enumerated:
The first fact that
strikes us is our delight in permanence. We
wish to live for what is great, and not for
what is mean. A man of thought is willing
to din, is willing to live ; but a man of affairs
is afraid to die, is pestered with terrors.
The perception of immortality comes by the
activity of the intellect, never to the lazy or
rusty mind. The real good of books is perhaps the feeling of immortality which they
awaken.
He thus pursues the train of thought :
“A great integrity makes us immortal.
An admiration, a deep love, a strong will
It makes the day
arms us beyond fear.
memorable; we say we live five years in
that hour. It is not my duty to prove to myself the secret of the soul. That secret is hid"
Perhaps the archangels
very cunningly.
cannot find out the secret of their existence,
But it is the
as the eye cannot see itselt.
first duty, ending or endless, to live while I
live.” He thus argues from tho universal instinct of immortality implanted in 11s, and
says: “If nature plant in an animal a desire,
it is proof that in the constitution of that aniIs
mal is the means of its gratification.
there not a longing in the soul for the spiritual existence to the boundless extent which
thought requires ? And what does that point
Where
to?
Where is its gratification?
but in the new and endless life?” In the
succeeding paragraphs he ventilates his peculiar theological notions:
ism

me

question arises wueiiier 111 men
He who would live
are
alike immortal.
hereafter must live now. This sublime hope
of man refuses to deal with men in masses
and races. 1L sternly severs the individual
soul from the whole world and deals with
him alone.
How ill agrees this inestimable
mortality with the frivolous population!
Will you build magnificently for mice ?
Why, these people cannot dispose of a day.
An hour hangs heavy on their bands, and
will you oiler them rolling ages without an
The belief of some people in their
end?
duration suggests one of those musty householders, who encumber their garrets with
every wreck of pottery and wooden ware,
and preserve every' frippery of their childhood. Not thus does (fod preserve the old
souls. What does he preserve them tor?
You shall not get out of nature till you have
paid your debts, and other worlds and all
worlds will resemble this in the eternal preparations and toil for everything worth possessing. It is not length of life, but depth of
life; it is not duration, blit the taking of the
soul out of time, as all moral sense, as all
high action does; and when we are living in
sentiment, we ask no questions about time.
“And this is the way we rise in being.
Within every man’s thought is a higher
thought—within the character lie exhibits today a nobler development. The youth puts
off the weakness of the child, so the man puts
off the ignorance and tumultuous passions of
the youth. Then he puts off the egotism of
manhood and becomes at least a public and
universal soul. He is rising to ideas. Hois
rising also to reality—the outward circumstances dying out, he entering deeper into the
highest being, into truth and knowledge.
The last garment of egotism falls off, and he
is the divinity, shares the will and the immensity of the first cause. The ancients said
it was a vial of water broken in the sea. I
confess that everything with relation to personality fails. Nature never spares the individual. We have our indemnity only in
complete success, and the soul stipulates for
no private good.
That which is private I see
not to be good.

MARK

TWAIN

ON

“POCKET" MINING.

of California is found a
species of mining which is seldom or never
mentioned in print. It is called “pocket”
mining, and I am not aware that any of it is
done outside of that little corner. The gold
is not evenly distributed through the surface
dirt, as in ordinary placer mines, but is collected in little spots, and they are very wide
apart and exceedingly hard to find, but when
you do find one you reap a rich and sudden
harvest.
There are not now more than
twenty pocket miners in that little region. I
think I know every one of them personally.
I h^ve known one of them to hunt patiently
about the hillsides every day for eight months
without finding gold enough to make a snuffbox—his grocery bill running up relentlessly
all the time—and then I have seen him find a
pocket and take out of it a thousand dollars
in two dips of his shovel.
I have seen him take out $3000 in two
hours, and go away and pay up every cent of
his indebedtness, then enter upon a dazzling
spree that finished the last of his treasure before the night was gone. And the next day
he bought his groceries on credit as usual,
and shouldered his pan and shovel and went
off to the hills bunting pockets again, happy
and content. This is, perhaps, the most fascinating of all the different kinds of mining,
and furnishes a handsome per centage of
victims to the lunatic asylum. Honest toil
and moderate gains in shops and on farms
have their virtues and their advantages.
When a man consents to seek for sudden
riches he does it at his peril.
[No charge.]
Pocket-hunting is an ingenious process.
You take a spadeful of earth from the hillside and put it in a large tin pan, and dissolve and wash it gradually away, till nothing is left but a teaspoonful of fine sediment.
Whatever gold was in the earth has remained, because being the heaviest, it sought the
bottom. Among the sediment you will find
half a dozen shining particles no larger
than pin heads. You are delighted. You
move off to one side further, and wash a
it you unit no gold tins tunc, you
third pan.
are delighted again, because yon know you
You lay an imaginarc on the right scent.
ary pan, shaped like a fan, with its handle up
the hill—for just where the handle is, you
argue that the #ch deposit is hidden, whose
vagrant grains of gold have escaped and
been washed down the hill, spreading further
and further apart as they wandered.
And so you proceed up the hill, washing
the earth and narrowing your lines every
time the absence of gold in the pan shows
that you are outside the spread of the tan ;
and at last, 20 yards up the hill, your lines
have converged into a point—a single foot
from that point you cannot find any gold.
Your breath comes short and quick, you are
feverish with excitement; the dinner bell
may ring its clapper off; you pay no attention; friends may die, weddings transpire,
houses burn down, they are nothing to you;
you sweat and dig and delve with a frantic
interest, and all at once you strike it! lip
comes a spadeful of earth and quartz that is
all lovely with solid lumps and leaves and
sprays of gold. Sometimes that one spadeful is all—$500. Sometimes the next contains $10,000, and it takes you three or four
days to get it all out. The pocket miners
tell of one nest that yielded Stio.ooo, and two
men exhausted it in two weeks, and then sold
the ground for $10,000 to a party who never
got $;‘.oo out of it afterwards.
The hogs arc good pocket hunters. All
the summer they root around the bushes, and
turn up a thousand little piles of dirt, and
then the miners long tor the rains; for the
rains beat upon these little piles and wash
thorn down and oyjjos'O tho «L**old, pOSSlbly
right over a pocket. Two pockets were
found in this way by the same man in one
day. One had $5,000 in it, and the other
$8,000. That man could appreciate it. for
he hadn’t had a cent in about a year
In Tuolumne lived two miners who used to
go to tho neighboring village in the afternoon,
and return every night with household supplies. Part of the distance they traversed a
trail, and nearly always sat down to rest on
In
a great boulder that lay beside the path.
the course of thirteen years they had worn
that boulder perfectly smooth, sitting on it.
By-and-by two vagrant Mexicans came along
and occupied the seat. They began to amuse
themselves by chipping off Hakes from the
boulder with a sledge-hammer. They examined one of these Hakes and found it rich
with gold. The boulder paid them $8brt afterwards. But the aggravating circumstance
was that these “greasers" knew there must
be more gold where that boulder came from,
and so they went panning up the hill, and
found what was probably the richest pocket
It took three
that region has yet produced.
months to exhaust it, and it yielded $120,000.
The two American miners who used to sit
on the boulder are poor vet, and they take
turns in getting up early in the morning to
curse those Mexicans; and when it comes
down to pure ornamental cursing, the native
American miner is gifted above the sons of
In

one

corner

men.

I have dwelt at

length upon tin* matbecause it is a subject
that is seldom referred to in print, and therefore I judged that it would have for the
reader that interest which naturally attaches
ter of

to

some

pocket-mining,

novelty.
'■

MOUNT CENIS TUNNEL.
It is

notable tact in connection with the
holiday just passed that on Christmas afternoon the working parties in the opposite
headings of the Mount Oenis tunnel got within hearing distance of each other. Greetings
and hurrahs were exchanged through the dividing wall of rock for the first time, and before this the thin curtain has been removed
sutHeieutly for the laborers to see each other
and grasp each other’s hands. It is a victory
of Peace that would have brought more renown to Napoleon III. than all tne triumphs
which he anticipated when he planned the
campaign against Prussia six months ago.
The mighty work was begun when Napoleon was at the height of his power and popularity, but before it was finished his overA main incentive
throw was complete.
to the work was the commercial rivalry of
France and Germany. It was thought in
France that if the project of Mt. Cenis became a reality before that ot Mt. St. Gothard,
the connecting link between the Northern
and Southern railway systems ot Europe
would be under the absolute control of
France. Now she is not only powerless to
prevent the completion ot the Alt. St. Gothard Tunnel, but Germany has possession of
the llhinc and its parallel iron routes to
Switzerland, and thence through neutral territory access to the completed Tunnel. Further, France may yet lose the territory of Savoy, in which the Tunnel lies, and with her
authority all that control of the line which
accompanies possession of the country thro’
which it runs.
The length of the tunnel is about seven and
three-quarters miles. It was begun in 1858,
and the progress at first was very slow. In
the year I860, only 1144 feet were bared, in
1865 the distance accomplished was 4079
leet, in 1867 it was 5035 teet, while in 1869
the advancement was no less than 1320 metres, which is somewhat above the same number of
English yards. At this time it was estimated that the work would be finished in
April, 1871. and the railway through the tunnel would be opened in about six months
more.
The rate of operation, therefore, has
been constantly and unexpectedly on the ina

crease.
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HOLDEN IMPEACHED.
The notorious Wm. W. Holden, Governor
of North Carolina, and one of the especial
favorites of Radicalism—the man who sought
to intimidate the honest voters of that state
last summer by Kirke’s gang of rulliaii militia, and whom Grant backed up by Federal
bayonets without avail, the man, moreover,
who, in the time of the late war, offered a
reward for the head of President Lincoln, is
likely to come to grief at last. The North
Carolina House of Representatives has found
articles of impeachment against him, and
the same have been formally presented to
the Senate, which body will proceed to try
him thereon. There is no doubt of his conviction and deposition from office unless the
Senate proves utterly recreant to all obligations of justice and duty.
Let the friends of liberty "thank God and
take courage.”
The report of the Judiciary Committee ot
the House to whom the resolution ot impeachment was referred, is as follows :
That William W. Holden, Governor of
North Carolina, iminiiuliiil of his oath of ot
lice, did, in July last, organize, arm and
equip a military force not recognized by and
in submission to the constitution ot the State
of North Carolina, which military force, so
unlawfully organized, was not kept undei
subordination to or governed by the civil
power, but was, by the order of the said
William W Holden, Governor as aforesaid,
made paramount to the civil authority; that
the said William W. Holden, Governor as
aforesaid, did, in the months of July and
August last, without lawful warrant and in
defiance and subversion of the constitution,
arrest and imprison many of the peaceful and
law-abiding citizens of the State, depriving
them of their liberties and privileges; and
certain of said citizens, so unlawfully arrest
ed and imprisoned, were caused to be sub
jected to cruel and unusual punishments;
and the said William W. Holden, Governor
as aforesaid, denied to citizens, unlawfully
restrained of their liberties by his authority,
all remedy to inquire into the lawfulness
thereof, and, in defiance of the constitution,
the laws and the powers of the courts, lie
suspended the sacred privileges of the writ
of habeas corpus, claiming that he was Gov
ernor by a supreme law, whereby he could
deny the privileges of the writ when, in his
opinion, the safety of the State demanded it
In view of the matter herein set forth, combining historical facts with statements and
the records of the public departments and
the courts, the undersigned members of the
committee, who arc a majority thereof, are
of opinion that William W. lfoldcn, Governor of the State of North Carolina, be
impeach
ed of high crimes and misdemeanors. Thev
therefore recommend the adoption of the fd
lowing resolution.
That William W. Holden, Governor of the
State of North Carolina, be impeached of
high crimes and misdemeanors in otlice.
Till; I’.UilS lS.M.I.OON’ THAT I.XXHKU IN
Nokwav. A letter from Christiana gives
some details concerning the French balloon
which fell in Norway, as notified by telegram
of the lloth lilt. It appears that the balloon
was sent up from Paris on the morning of the
24th. The wind carried it in a northerly direction with such rapidity that it soon passed
over the North Sea, without the occupants ot
the ear knowing where they were. When,
however, they found themselves close to the
sea, they sent oil' a carrier pigeon with a
message that they thought themselves lost,
at the same time throwing out ballast.
Intimately the balloon reached Norway, and
when oyer Mandal, a small town on the
southeast coast 2d miles W. S. \\., ofChristiansand, a sack of letters and newspapers
were thrown out, and fell among the astonished inhabitants, who were watching tieballoon pass over their heads. Alter having
been many hours in the balloon, the icronauts.
whose names are not given, descended,
several miles further north, on a snow-covered mountain, as best they could, and without
even knowing in what country they were,
there being no inhabitants near. For la
hours they wandered about in the snow in
light boots, which latter had to be cut oil', so
saturated had they become. In the meantime the balloon was discovered by the natives. Tift icronauts were not to be seen,but
the remains of meat, bread and wine in tincar showed plainly enough that it had recently contained passengers. Six carrier pigeons
were also found in it,
seemingly none the
worse for the
journey. Eventually, the voyagers reached one of the small cabins which
are to be seen at wide intervals
among the
mountains, which give shelter to those who
look after cattle, and where an aged and poor
woman gave them some food.
They then
discovered, by seeing upon a match box the
word “Christiana,” that they were in Norway, and made the woman understand as
well as they could that they dosiied to proceed to the town. They were then showed
the way to a farmer’s house, where they received that attention of which they stood so
much in need, as well as dry clothes and
shoes.

THE TARIFF--FREE TRADE.

l\qmbHcan

\\Y <li> not understand that any class of
<
in this country advocate free trade in

,u

v

s
broadest sense—the entire abolition of
iitics on articles imported from foreign
■untrics. So long as wc have a great pubdebt we shall have, and ought to have, a
iiif of duties on foreign importations. Hut
r
free traders desire, if we understand
m. t > remove or lessen the duties on the
material used by ship-builders, on the
-cries of life—iron, coal, salt, &e. If
duties on some other articles are not on's removed, it is desirable to lessen them
ich an extent as to bring them more
rgdy into use and commercial traffic. The
•;111ii■ may be withdrawn from some articles
ul h -seiied on others, so that trade may be
iv ii and business improved, while tlie
l> ople may be relieved to a good degree of
i• ih. ns which
they feci with severity. Trade
I., "ii dull the past year.
The merchants
i;
■
not done a profitable business generally,
ina
if them have actually lost money by
tie ii business.
Indeed, we may say this has
the case for two years. At the same
time the ship-yards have been idle.
Our
-hip'- are built in England, “free trade” England. which i- not entirely free trade, but
••••• in
regard to many articles, while it raisa large revenue on luxuries.
Could our
hip-building interest be revived, the ironworker-. the great foundries and machine
"I'-, would In more active and thrifty.
i iicrests would feel the influence and
Mb
a
To lilt tin ship-building interest
—
former activity, it will bo necessary
1 ■■
from it some burthens which both the
i.-'e mill hm-nial Revenue laws impose up! tie of the
Cei
revivifying intluii"
"i free ; rule come, in here, and the
">'! result will be great.
Let “free trade,”
in its r-iasonable features, smile upon the
eoimtry -let the weights which now cnibari-s
Im-iiii'." be lifted off, and trade and
iiu.-iness will spring into activity.
There
will be prosperity where gloom is now brooding. A tree people want a chance to breathe
an
opportunity to art—an open avenue in
which they may move on. Wc want a revenue tariff; the (lovernment must have the
mon'-y to pay iu debt; fora time we must
Ini’,
direct taxes, too
lint lot these be laid
■'.here tiny will not kill or destroy. It is
time, for < ongre- to move, for there are ini' ’■c-t- struggling for life, and the merchants,
o
ire almost stranded.
A little free trade
removal of dead weights—would give,
h
mid prosperity. Why should Congress
'•••
'angle and dispute and quarrel iJ It has
ole.I in the dark in its winding reconstruction work long enough. It should bo rcason1
!'’ now. and look existing evils in the face.
\ tew practical laws would
bring relief,
f ere .are thousands
waiting. They have
wain 'I for two years, and now
they are sufThe fall elections are over—the
fering.
1 'resident ial
contest is two years in the future.
I i-iisolc.s to legislate
longer for party pnrpo-os. A few days of calm and considerate
ti in are needed for the
country. It is a
•o
l time now—it. is a good time
always—to
lo ight.
11 art ford Times.

3ounial. |
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WAR

IN

Tin: r.oMi’,Aiii>Mi:vi i*i:<;rx.

1

1

1

••

■

i:i:x<

:

I’.":;i>im

victory near vkxdome

n

dan. I.

General (’hauzy announces
••da r hat Gcm-ral JoufVroy attacked the
enemy on
hdi hank of the Loire, near
Vendome, and
"11-i-!- !t■!\ ih f ated him. taking 200 prisoners.
1
;d < iian/.y adds that he will
energetically fol!,,w
I’m -i:
and eontiniie a forward move\.

i11:

L<

1

-1.

siere ok MF.rxr,.

'Hie siege artillery arrived be*re M'-nng yesterday, and tlie bombardment of the
-la1 e has commenced.
n.

1

ON TO

THE

NEW

YEAR_AND

THE OLD.

l,We spent! our years as a talc that is fold,”
says the psalmist. The recurrence of January proclaims that another year has gone
into the eternity of the past. They almost
each other in their swift

jostle

flight,

and

we

start to realize how fast tin* years are

|

slipping
right nor philo-

But it. is neither
sophical to indulge alone in regretful reflection over the fact. lie lives to the best
purpose who improves life’s opportunities,
from

us.

takes all the comfort that is afforded him,
despite the flight of years or vicissitudes of
1 fate.
it is a season, however, oi new

!

beginnings,

the abandonment of
bad habits, and of a general departure for
the coining twelve month. All reflect upon
what they have done in the past, and may do
o!

good resolutions,

o!

in the

possibilities of the future. The merchant and business man balances books and
calculates his profits.
The lawyer counts
Ids clients gained or lost,
'flic physician
up the record of his combats with the
The clergyman reviews the ravages of death in ids flock. The farmer looks
over (he results of his labors, and
plans for
the future. The mechanic speculates on the
employments of the coming year. In bereaved homes, the broken tendrils of affection vainly jeach toward their lost objects—
the mother's heart goes out to the mound
hidden in the graveyard snow.
sums

EUROPE.

! »\!><'M. J>«*<•.
Despatches from Versailles
Mile I'm b 'libardmcnt of Forts
Nogont and Rosny
en
enmeuced hv the German troops. The
'M i'v
<ei man line lias been advanced to Fort Av!!.■!• art j l i< t
and mortars have been placed
" l'1' ;;i
i. and
are now operating on the eastern
i d
-—!i*m*i and convenient range now com-'
lamled b\ the Prussian guns is expected to prove
most oii'.M-tiv in reducing the eastern forts, and'
v
of position will be rendered availd >!e r.
til" object.
Pi"
'd-patehcs from Versailles state that it is
m
-;ii!
»f the Prussians to make an attack on
tor's of Paris tomorrow,
Sunday. It is
•' ilia' a:i attack i< to he made
immediately
!>'
\ ilette a id San Antoine. Vilctte is a
Mtuate i slightly to the northeast of St.
a
Dei.;-, m,.
within tin- fortiiications of Paris. Bel1
iij tin- smip district. St. Antoine exI- irom the east end of the Rue Kivoli to the
"
!i
* In"lie.
It is thought that the intention
■" ■•'I'"' I' ‘hose
places with shot and shell simul1
Flic attack will probably be opened hv
d
Pi iissian batteries at Fort Avron.
\n.j
s. 1 >e<.
Great quantities ot muni>1Avar were found in Fort Avron. Two com*
swoiis have advanced as far as the vil*
of Bundy.’
Ti
German authorities accuse the French of
ing 7--0 francs to each French officer escaping
«)ni e::piivit \ and breaking hie
parole.
a

49~In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.^tr

PARIS.

destroyer.

The .year that just closed has been in
many
respects a remarkable one. In the natural
world the changes and peculiarities have
been

uncommon.

To

a

winter of

rare

mild-

succeeded, contrary to prediction, an
And following botli was a
summer of terrible heat and
drought. The
winter that afforded but a small crop of ice,
ness

early spring.

gave birth to a summer calling for a double
of the cooling article,
to flic large
cities there was actual suffering from this
cause.
The autumn was. as remarkable as
the summer. Day succeeded day of calm,

supply

clear, beautiful fall weather. For out door
labor and the prosecution of open air business
and enterprises there has been no such
favorable season within the memory of man.
The crops of the year were early matured
and abundant, and notwithstanding the great

heat,

no epidemic sickness
prevailed.
The unaccustomed heat of the season may
Have caused, immediately or remotely, the
unusual disturbances of the elements and
the occurrence of natural phenomena. An

Dr.*’. :‘d 'flic army of the Loire, is to
* ir*din-rtk <m io Paris. As the French advance, j earthquake, the severest ever felt in New
him
Man's hasten to join the ranks, and the
’i• >
bir1 v:i*i s rapidly. Tip smaller towns now hngland, shook her solid hills in the autumn.
! ‘la* !•;:< m\
a- ill the e:i-< of'fours, which, ill
The aurora borealis has been brilliant and
■n
‘p1 cnee ot tin* combat at Monnai, was not ocTidal waves, storms, freshets and
"
!
v
1
Germans.
At Argent and Coq, the frequent.
we-v repulsed by tieam
tornadoes have prevailed, to the sorrow of
population.
I’-'i.Ri r\.

1

\

snn;!it

xi;arkmknt.

i )••'■. :;i.

the maritime interest.

I '.-patches just received in
While peace lias not been disturbed in tiie
most important and decisive
■>'
the Freneli troops recently posted at
western continent, the bloody and devastatil
maivlied in the direction of Lilleboune, a
1
war of the old world has made the
’own situated on the left hank of the
page
Seine, ing
1
;Mtaelc’d tlie Prussian position at that place. of
red with its record. The French Emhistory
I a
engagement becoming general, a heavy and de1 •'■mined
batty1 eii>u«»d. flic ground was desper- peror, that but four months ago was regarded
iMi -•-:,. j |,y hot.il armies, hut after six hours’
as the most powerful ruler in the world, lias
Dimr
Prussians wore compelled to abandon seen his throne
Pc .i !"»-iti *n.
crumble beneath him. and
i.iliehonne was accordingly evacu’I: •11■ l tli'i’nuch troops occupied the town, bis empire dissolve like the empty pageant of
■i." bigcii
ot this signal victory was immediately
vlie I to !lavr-\ and upon receipt of the news a dream.
The territory of France has been
b
;• •'• ••! ioy and r.vitcineut wa< marfifested overrun
hostile soldiery, and her gay capby
iirm'ghoiit the city.
ital subjected to the rigors of a soige.
\XOTHKR kepor r.
1

R ».\.

n-

•

announces a

Dee. 21 General Roy yesterday carried
Prussians position on tip- heights of Liilebonnc,
v d
i” I ('bateau Robert.
The affair lasted six
The loss was small on both sides.

!\

•'!•
'n

ui.

11"ssi

\

IXJUSPnSEI) TO WAI

In

political

matters, despite a
maladministration of the affairs of the country, it is growing in power and importance.
Civil liberty, so seriously imperilled, is likeour

own

Dee. 2d. Sr. Petersburg correspondence ly to be preserved, and with a change of
*tV^ clearly indicates that the Russian govern- governing ideas and purposes, the great desMini i- no! likely P) postpone its
previously expo -e determination of no longer recognizing the tiny of the United States will lie accomplishn oHralitv
of tlic Black Sea, simply because the
ed in the fullness of time. So, not regretful
ongre-v, has been adjourned in consequence of the
I remdi government dccliniug to send a
of
the troubled past, and casting our hopes
representabve th- reto.
Russian war vessels will undoubted*
on the future, we move forward to the exlv he sent thither soon, and it is
thought no serious
implications will certainly follow. The gover* periences of another year.
np'iit messenger ascribes the recent peaceful
disposition of the English governnent to the
explanation
The enormous extent of the disfranchise“f tic Ih's-ian chancellor, lie letters of John
Bright
anl others against the backwardness of Austria, ment in Missouri
may lie approximated by
:tn l the fear of America.
the following comparison: Indiana east at
L

2<

.n.

■

nil-:

CONKEPI

E To TAKE PEACE SOON.

the last election 318,000 votes. The whole
I.'
.Ian.
TIip foreign oflice announces
vote of Missouri in a contest which was far
hat the conference of Kuropcan powers lias been
po»tp<m«d a few lavs to await tbe arrival of Jules more spirited was only 100,000—a difference
1'ivre, Mul allow ;bo plenipotentiaries to receive in
favor of Indiana of more than 150,000
further instructions.
votes.
Yet Missouri has a population great..

I

Cl ESI ADVICES l ltOM PAltls.

London, Jan.

A correspondent of the Trib-

at Paris sends letters and papers to the tilst ult.
ID' says coal cannot lie bought as it has all been
used for casting cannon and by railways and mills.

une

Wood is nearly gone and the trees of tbe IJois
lloulognc and tlic ltoulevards are now being cut.
liildrcti arc dying for want of milk. The total
number of deaths tor each of tbe last two weeks
was 2.700.
Iircad is plentiful and is not rationed
and is expected to last to tbe end of February.
Tin- Prussians continue their field operations
notwithstanding tlie cold weather.
Trocliu says that Fort Avron was evacuated voluntarily to escape the Prussians shells, their guns
being of longer range Mian those of the French.
The French papers are joyful over the reported
resignation of the Gladstone Ministry.
The continued victories of Gliau/.y over Frederick
('liarles cause general enthusiasm.
The lllcctur Libre admits discussions to its columns as to whether the French should
prolong
their resistance or not.
The same paper of the Gist demands more energetic military measures, makes incessant attacks
<i(>on the Provisional government and quotes the
I’rcsse as saying that the authorities show sluggishness and hesitation.

than that of Indiana by nearly 100,000,
according to the last census. It is evident
from these figures that not less than 150,000
citizens of Missouri have been deprived of
their franchises through the infamous laws of
Drake and his radical faction. To the liberal

er

and magnanimous policy of Carl Schurz and
Grata Brown are the people of Missouri indebted for their redemption, and the service
will not be soon forgotton.
The Home Insurance Company, of New
Haven, has failed. It has done a very large
business in this vicinity, and policy holders
will bo subjected to a loss of premiums paid,
if no more. The developements of the case
show that the officers returned as assets
stocks in other corporations that they did not

At a meeting on the 30th, the Vice
President stated the condition of flic comN'rquasset bridge, on the Knox and Lincoln Kailto be $223.000 worse than nothing. If
road, was crossed for the first time on Thursday af- pany
ternoon by a train consisting of eight ears, two of this state of things be true, the officer who
those being flat cars laden with fifteen tons of rail- swore to the statement of its affairs should
road iron each, being transported ahead of the engine. The bridge is eight hundred feet In length, be made to look through the grates of the
and is in every respect well constructed and suh- State Prison.
Such an example would have
-laiitiid.

The rails

now

mile beyond the bridge.

own.

extend tliree-loiirths of a

a

wholesome effect.

WHO IS THE COMING MAN?

A RAILROAD SUIT.

THE FISHERIES.

“All

political power inheres

in the

people.”

It is a gratification to be able to announce On cither side of this upon the two remaining
that the British government has sent instruc- circles were the inscriptions, “Taxation withtions to Canada to make no more seizures of out representation is tyranny,” and “The conAmerican fishermen, even though they may sent of the governed woman is as necessary
lie upon the contested ground. It is stated to a just government as the consent of the
expires
February,
that
the British government will send a com- governed man." On the left balcony, over
the company. The company claims that the
hopes of reappointment, the Custom House
missioner
to Washington for flic purpose of the Parker Fraternity table, was this motto
It
would
have
been
contractors
overpaid.
is to him a squeezed orange—mere pulp, rind
the treaty provisions, with the from Theodore Parker: “Woman’s work, liko
and unfructifying seed. The public curiosity be impossible to draw a contract more bind- discussing
of
under
which this purpose
guarding against the recurrence charity, begins at home; and then, like
is greatly excited over the coming man, who ing in its terms than the one
of annoyances aud seizures.
At the same charity, goes everywhere.” The names of
in
the
It
suit
is
most
specifies
brought.
like Matthew, .shall sit at the receipt ot custime
will
contend
that
the
seizures al- the different tables were labelled upon the
the
careful
and
they
particulars
guarded language
toms, though with but little ot the apostolic
made
were
and
of the work, makes Col. Wildes the judge in ready
legitimate
right under draperies that surrounded the first gallery,
future before him.
the
How
much
the
state
of feeling and were these, “The President’s Table;”
that
all
no
and
extreaty.
disputed points,
provides
Frye, who was looked upon as the heir apsuch
as arc by in this country and the complication of the “Flower Table;” the “Vineland,” “Philadeltras
shall
be
allowed
except
parent, lias taken his eyes off the purple, and
Alabama claims may have to do with this phia,” Plymouth County” and “East Abinghim ordered in writing.
sought shelter in the sanctuary of the Court
it is impossible to say—but they may ton” tables; “Independent;” “Hyde Park;”
course
of
the
bill
under
We have not seen the items
House, cramping his genius over the recordbe presumed to have iiad some influence, “Teachers;” Parker Fraternity:” “Commonlmt
we
understand
this
suit
is
which
brought,
ing ef writs and adjurations to reluctant wit
and “Chelsea” tables. The “Book
in the lo- coupled with the state of affairs in Europe. wealth
nesses to “tell the truth, the whole truth,” that one large claim is for change
If
is
in
“Worcester”
“Decftlomanieand
certain
that
the
fullness
of
time
line.
pretty
Table;”
of
the
The
first
etc*—pervaded by a belief that a pigeon in cation or termination
Brother Jonathan will have the right to drop “Stationery” tables; The “New Hampshire
to
was
to
build
Aftercontract
Newport.
the hand is a safer thing than a doublehis fish line where he chooses.
Table;” “Connecticut Valloy Table;” “Midbreasted turkey stalking in the uncertain wards the contractors assented to a change,
dlesex County;” “Essex County” and “Woflush at Washington. Milliken, who at one and accepted a very favorable arrangement
A decision has just been rendered in Portman’s Journal” tables; The “Watertown,”
and
Portland
Kennebec
the
with
on
the
latch
time thought he had his thumb
Company
land, l>v Judge Goddard, under the decision “Waltham,” “Charlestown” and “Melrose”
of (lie Custom House, has grown suspicions to build to Kendall’s Mills, under lease to
of the Supreme Court of the United Stales, tallies; and lastly the “Children’s Table.”
This
after
lease,
that somebody is holding the door on the that company.
acceptance by
which requires the payment in gold of debts Besides these there were
eighty-four figures
other side. Those who control the appoint- the Directors of both companies, was rejectincurred
prior to the legal tender act, in 1862. dressed in costume—entitled “The Pastor’s
ment. we understand, have come to the con- ed in the meeting of stockholders of our road,
E. Emery brought a suit against the Farewell,” exhibited under one end of the
clusion that if the railroad placer pans out as the stock held by the city of Belfast and con- George
of Bangor to recover the interest in gold main gallery, and beside it a little room
city
the
trolled
to
officers,
well as reported, he had better continue
municipal
by
voting in one of its
bonds, issued in 18b 1, and the where many were “weighed and not found
work it. leaving the profitable pursuit ot against ratification. The road was then locourt awarded him the claim.
warning.” Behind the organ, in a little antesmugglers to some hungrier man and broth- cated and built to Burnham.
room, was a beautiful and rare art-gallery—
the
Kennebec
and
been
claimed
It
has
one
who
can
better
the
faithful
by
er, and
rally
the contents exhibited, but not for sale, by
LETTER
FROM
BOSTON.
Portland Company that the Central Company
in this locality.
some of the wealthy citizens of Boston.
Our slow moving brother of the Age, obtained the lease by bribery and corrupting
Corro.-u>oniience of the Journal.
The articles for sale on these numerous
whose worn out type and press pleaded so the municipal officers of Belfast. This suit
included every variety of worsted, ortables
like the dead Ctesar's dumb months, still will be likely to lay open the whole history The Happy New Year—Crowded Streets—Mrs.
namental and fancy work, stationery, books,
Bazar—Decowill
bo
Partington—Woman-Suffrage
It
case.
the
of
waits and hopes. There is power in pathos,
probably
competent
rations of Music Hall—Curiosities—A Valu- ferns, flowers,
statuary, pianos, watches,
and there are many things more improbable for the defendants to call to the witness
able Chamber-Set.
sewing machines, and indeed almost every
than that, moved by feeling and a very com- stand the old Central Directors, and compel
article that money could purchase for use.
mendable desire to recognize the often un- them to state under oath by what means and
Boston, Dee. 31, 1x70.
Teacher’s
pleasure or comtort. At tuo
"Time passes. The dumb
rewarded services of the press, the editor of with what intentions and through what perand sullen Winter is come." Table” was an elegant chair, presented
Bitter,
snow-bound,
The
was
effected.
suit
will
the
by
the Age may be appointed. Speaking in the sons
change
Upon the wasting form of the departing Rraman Shaw & Co., to be given to the
these
settle
vexed
if
to
lie
we
lie
of
the
interest
questions
likely
hope
Democracy,
may.
year, it has breathed its chilling breath, and Speaker of the House of Representatives, reBut wouldn’t the editorial horn be exalted!
nothing else,
laid its icy touch. And lo, the old year is
known
well
that
had
ceiving the most votes—the candidates bethe
contract
It
is
very
It is a curious fact that no native ot Belfast
not.
Across the snow the happy bells have
ing Mrs. Livermore and Hon. Harvey Jewell.
was ever collector, save during the very with the Kennebec company not been interand with their last faint echo the old The
rung,
railroad
and our city would
greatest eurosity of the Bazar was a
brief time that the tenure of ofiioe act per- fered with, our
year has gone—carrying with it all the un- massive gold watch, which belonged to the
an
been
saved
immense
of
have
sum
1 uuat;
mini'll uov. v-idnij lii ;ium liu; puiut;.
money,
told stories of rights and wrongs; sorrows Duke of
Wellington, and was displayed at
who are “to the manor horn” are now repre- and not be in the condition in which they are
and sufferings; joys and gfiefs; pains and the Waltham table
of
These
have
been
Many beautiful articles
charges
bribery
sented by Daniel Lane Jr., and Capt. Charles to-day.
pleasures. Over their departed shades, the have been purchased from the Bazar and
the
to
of
our
abroad,
who
is
one
of
those
disgrace
city, wind
Wording. Daniel,
long spread
wails a melancholy dirge. The past
presented to Mrs. Howe, Mrs. Livermore,
Lanes with no turning, lias spotted a path to and the shame of every resident of Belfast.
has claimed them. Whilst from the
Mrs.
be
of
far-away
one
will
an
to
Lucy Stone, Wendell Phillips, Win.
the Custom House door, by chalk marks 011 Every
glad
opportunity
future glides into the ever present a
bright Lloyd Harrison, and other noted leaders in
the coats of eminent black republicans. But let some light into the dark recesses of the
Let tin! contractors push the rosy youth—fair, fresh and smiling, and with the cause ot Woman’s-Sulfragc, by their
our observation leads to a belief that the transaction.
sweet seductive voice
sings cheerily “A friends. Among these was a superb copy
all
means.
marks on that kind of trail are extremely apt suit, by
Happy New Year.” The listening ear catches of Dante, given to Mr. Phillips, and an eleto be obliterated.
on
the
war
They go
path
the inspiring strain, repeats it to the
waiting gant convenient writing dusk to Mrs. Stone.
Death of Gen. Prim.
This celebrated
overmuch, and rub against things. Mr. Lane
heart, and turns the eye down the shining The
pianos and safe, as well as many smallei
is an intelligent gentleman, who has many Spanish soldier, who took a prominent part
vista of the coming months, whore
Hope, and less valuable articles, have been disposed
friends outside the party lines, that would be in the dethroning of Queen Isabella, and the
bright buoyant Hope, and patient Faith ad- of by lottery, but the fortunate drawers have
formation of a new government, is dead,
glad to see him succeed.
vance.
They, too, beokor forward and up- not as yet been announced. The Bazar
Capt. Wording, who lias sailed the seas lie was shot at by an assassin in the street, ward with sweet
voices, and alluring promis- closes to-night with an auction of the unsold
over all his life, and always voted
straight and so badly wounded that death ensued. es, and we listen and
follow—blindly content goods. The dramatic entertainments at
when in port, has a maritime experience that The despatches say—
and happy—to the bitter end.
Titus Lite Horticultural Hall
Deo.
31.
Marshal
Madrid,
would be valuable in the place. But of late
by the Parker Dramatic
Prim, although inflammation of his wounds set in, and amputation of years repeat themselves.
Thus the changes
and the young ladies of Dr
Association,
the Custom House has been a fresh water his arm was found
necessary, retained conscious- of the Old and Now con e and
go. Thus it Handy’s school, have also been a very sucestablishment—wnich the saline odor of the ness to the last, and when made aware ot the rapid
of
hade
adieu to his friends and is always—a looking backward with regret— cessful and
approach
death,
pleasing feature of the Bazar,
sea has not so much pervaded as that of a
expressed much anxiety for the safety of the king. a
looking forward with hope. ’Tis well. and have been liberally patronized.
Great apprehensions of an outbreak exist, hut
of
hemlock
bark.
The
has
as
perfume
captain
the government is making efforts to allay the ex- The truth teaches its own valuable lesson,
'I'he beautiful and artistic chamber-set.
many strong friends as could be. expected citement.
and whilst lessening o.tr hold of the world which has
The Cortes lias adopted a resolution in honor of
been, for sometime, on exhibition
whore the party kindling wood is split so fine.
the memory of (ten. Prim. It declares that he de- and its pleasures, bears us nearer and nearer at the art-rooms of
Hendrick, Doll & Ho., on
Outside of Belfast, two prominent candi- served well of his
country and placed his family to that
New Year that sooner or later Summer
bright
was
under
the
of
the
nation.
street,
The
Cortes
protection
purchased by Henry
dates are visible to the naked eye—B. M.
also passed a vote of confidence in the government. must dawn for all.
Ward Beecher, on the occasion of his recent
Roberts, of Stockton, and T. R. Simonton, of
And the Happy New Year is to
bring other visit to Boston. The set consists of live
Camden. We have always thought that the
Porter having told what ho knows about things than the
of sor- pieces,—bedstead, commode, stand, bureau,
temporary
forgetting
frantic efforts of our Stockton friend to solve
Grant, and the tale having excited consider- rows, and anticipations of joy. To
It is of ebony, and
many it and dressing-case.
the “practical difficulty” in the State Con- able excitement in
political circles, some one is to bring a renewal of faith and the repainted in gilt by Miss. Robbins, the patvention of 18(18. should not go unrewarded, resurrects ft letter written
Butlor
in
l»y
1807, membrance of friends.
So we judge from tern
if self sacrifice is a virtue.
being a beautiful wreath of forget-mc
Besides, like a relating to the same subject. It is not to be the
of shoppers that were abroad nots.
great
army
The price paid for the set is said to be
mole or a military engineer, be is given to
either
Porter
that
or
Butler
told all this pleasant,
supposed
The $1000.
sunshiny afternoon.
PEUCIE.
subterranean delving, and comes up at un- he knew about his chief, but it is
worthy of toy-shops, the book- stores, the ba/.am, «i..t
times
and
habit
that
is
two
in
the
note that the
places—a
expected
main, as to one dollar establishments were
agree,
LETTER FROM ROCKLAND.
crowded;
Roberts, too, the President’s short-comings. Here is what whilst from the stores
very fatal to adversaries.
where the more subCorrespondence o( the Journal.
shines by the reflected light of Ilichborn. Butler said of the man who bottled him
up: stantial articles of living are sold, many
Kocklanii, Dee. 80, 1870.
TJio revolt of 1808, when the latter ran for
Bay View, near Lanesviu.k, Mass., f
packages were finding their way homeward.
This being the closing week of the year
Governor, has given the radical leaders a
August 2o, 1867.
Such throngs as there! were,
jostling (o and fro and also Christmas week, it has been unMy Dear Sir:—I have read your letter to
sort ol superstitious dread of lurking danMr. Smith upon the proposed nomination of in the streets, and all seeming so bright,
usually lively in our streets, and our business
gers there. The town looms, like the desert Grant with much interest. Its criticisms on happy,
eager and expectant.
men have been
which
show
bastions
actively engaged in closing
Grant’s career are just; but what will you
mirages,
threatening
And among them all we saw no face that
the affairs of the past year, preparatory
and forts that have no existence save in thin do? You cannot get it, or anything else
up
pleased us better than that of the venerable to
air. McGilvery, of Searsport, who lias look- concerning Grant that is not laudatory, pub- “Mrs.
commencing the new.
Partington,” coming down tht! street
lished ; and why? Because both sides arc
flic recent snow storm has afforded us
ed with averted eyes on the Belfast Custom
courting him for the Presidency, and so the with a quick, vigorous tread, and broad, some
House occupants in years past, and uniform- truth must not he told. We are, 1 fear, to
sleighing, and those persons who hapgenial, good-humored lace, and kindly
ly declined to sneeze when that clique has try the experiment again that we did with Humorous eye beam* ng upon us “like a bene- pen to be possessed of fast stepping nags are
themselves of the opportunity to
taken snuff.—if lie should add his weight to Johnson, i. e. nominate a man for supposed diction.” She went
into a wholesale laney- availing
without knowing his principles
show their speed
the Roberts lever, it. would almost lift him availability,
or fitness.
Grant’s election will he a misfor- goods store, and we thought at once of
finite a number ot our traders contemplate
into the place.
tune, because it will put in a man without “Ike's” delight when the
present was brought
making
changes in their business at the comMr. Simonton, who lias long dispense,1 the head or heart, indifferent to human suffering, home. Of course
everybody, the country mencement of the new
law of imports from the branch custom liou.se and impotent to govern.
year, -some to disover, knows Mrs. Partington as represented
I am, yours truly,
solve partnership, some to take new partners,
at Camden, and is the head of the party in
in the person of 15. P. Shillaber,
Bexj. F. Btti.kr
Esq. But and quite a number, I am informed, are to
lvnox County, has a very good show indeed
W. Jones, Xeenah. Wis.
for the benefit of those who have never
take partners for life.
The latter, down
for flic Belfast appointment. Inasmuch as
touched the generous hand and looked into
is considered by many to be
here,
he has the ear of Hale, and Hale has the ear
NOTICE OF THE BELFAST ROAD
quite an
the pleasant lace, let me say that lie is an
ot Grant, he may be said to have a whisperat this time of year
undertaking,
especially
Mr.
llov.
Quimbv, editor of the (iospe! elderly gentleman somewhere in the vicinity
The interest in the once expected Senatorial
mg gallery winch can speak very much to Banner, who held services in our
city. Sab- ot sixty years of age. Hale, hearty, vigor- contest
the purpose. Simonton is in accord with tiic
seems to have
entirely died out, and
bath before last, gives some account of his ous, broad-shouldered, with all the keen wit
the numerous (fiends of (low Chamberlain in
party locally, and believes in Lot Morrill and journey to and from Belfast, with remarks and pleasant humor that has made Mrs.
Partthis place seem to have abandoned all
Perhant.
lie makes temperance speeches
hope
upon the railroad. lie says—
ington so famous shining out from the preregularly, and seizes contraband gin at inter- The new Railroad extending lrom Belfast to possessing countenance. lie is not touched o! securing his election. The Representavals. li' the latter had been poured into the Burnham, where it taps the Maine Central, ten with
tives to the Legislature from this eitv are
the modern improvements, but is the
miles North of Kendalls Mills, is completed ami
dock, he might expect favorable mention commenced running on
Monday morning last. same plain, simple unpretending man that Messrs. T. E. Simonton of the firm of Simin Gov. l’erham’s message. But as it is We went to Belfast on Saturday, a distance wo
onton Brothers, ami S. M. Bird, of the linn
tlunk of forty-live miles—in an open wagon belong- left Portsmouth many years ago and found
auctioned off, and finally constitutes wet ing to the stage line, ami arrived there
ol John Bird & Co., and tire active,
about .'> i-2 his
to
the
intelligent
way
busy Hub, and into the printdamnation for somebody, it rather conflicts o’clock in the evening, a most bitter cold day, havmen, and although of strong republican pering rode the last four hours without getting' out of ing office of the Boston Post. His first literwith the Governor’s platform. In our judg- the carriage. We returned on Monday
suasion, will undoubtedly make
morning ary attempt was written upon a
piece of lators. I am told that their nosesgood Legisment, the appointment lies between Roberts by the railroad, leaving Belfast at T o’clock, and arhave been
at
in
a
home
little
more
and
than 3 1-2 hours, printing paper
riving
put into type by himself,
and Simonton, with the chances favoring the sensibly
counted for Morrill for II. S. Senator.
by our experience in these two for the columns of the Post.
impressed
It
was
during
journeys, of the superiority of railroad journeying
latter.
The work on the Knox and Lincoln Railto an old-fashioned wagon, a dull horse, the snow the great llour panic and the
was this
saying
As the time of the appointment approaches, in some places a foot
road does not seem to be carried on with
ami
the
thermometer —“Be dour
deep,
or
high
low, Mrs. Partington
of course the situation will get more interest- down to 10 below zero, flow wo endured this for
much vigor this winter.
seven and a half hours, and came out the next
Nothing has been
says it always cost just the same to buy fifty
endeavor
to
We
shall
our
readers
fresh
and
hi
we
done on this end of the route for over a
health,
can
morning
ing.
give
divine.
hardly
cents
worth.”
The success of this prompted
year,
******
*
>
the very latest information on the subject, the
and not over three thousand dollars have
This road is 31 miles in length, the distance from Alter
and very soon Mrs.
sayings,
Partingof
new
if
there
be—
Belfast
to
Co
miles. It has the folAugusta being
aspirants,
any
history
yet been expended within the limits of Rockton had become
famous, though it was somelowing stations: “City Point,” “Brooks,” “Thornand, in short, a full digest of the case, with dike."
“Unity” and “Burnham,” and accommodates .imc before the real author was discovered. land.
besides these towns, Waldo, Swanville, Monroe
side references and explanatory notes.
At our last term of court
quite a number
a portion of Dixmont,
Among the host of the many attractions of
Knox, Freedom
One fact will strike the impartial observer, Jackson,
ot persons who had been summoned to
ami Troy. A section of this country is ail excel- .lie week has been
apthe Woman-Suffrage
and that is the plentiful lack of military lent agricultural region, and much of it is heavilyas witnesses before the
grand jury in
wooded. The road passes directly alon<* the mar- Bazar, which has occupied Music*, Bumstead pear
achievement among these aspiring patriots.
gin of “Twenty-Five Milo Pond,” one oi the tinest tnd Horticultural Halls
liquor eases failed to appear and testify, havduring the week.
We run over in our mind all the “glittering in the world for ice, amt a company is about bein<*
had urgent business out of town at that
ing
Music
Hall
has
been devoted to the sale of
organized for taking ieo over the road to Belfast”
gcucralties” of convention promises to the which can he done for 50 cents a ton, for shipping
iuoh articles as had been contributed to the time. Also some who had been indicted for
soldiery, all the cheap talk of the stump, and
Alluding to the dispute between the Maine Bazar, Bumstead Hall, in the same
liquor selling made themselves scarce.
the abundant froth of newspaper articles, Central .and our
building,
road, Mr. Quimby says—
"or a refreshment room, and Horticultural Since the adjournment of Court, Sheriff Grose
The Maine Central furnished them with funds
cajoling the self-sacrificing soldier with baseon
Hall for concerts and amateur theatricals. has picked up quite a number of them and
less promises; but in all the ollieials now in credit to narrow up their track, and a locomotive
them in the jail in Belfast, where
and passenger cars free ol cost, to run the road
till Music Hall, attractively decorated for the oc- lodged
the government edifice at the head ol the the middle of January. Before this time
have toiihd it quite difficult to procure
expires
they
with
casion,
and
the Maine Central yy ill take the
llags
they
evergreens, has preroad’
street, and in all the crowd struggling or at expect a
bail. Many of them have concluded that if
least,
compromise will lie effected to the sented a very pleasing
appearance, its crowdto get in, not one ever saw a rebel in arms. satisfaction of all concerned. We trust this will he
should be summoned again they will
ed
they
and
brilliant
the rcstiR. From what we could hear we
tables,and throngs of visitors.
We tried to credit the editor of the Age with Belfast would
suppose
he willing to subject herself to
It is stated that no fair, since the
appear.
some
great Sanivicarious martyrdom on the field of Gettys- loss it she were sure the spirit of the obligation
The lease of the Pillsbury Block to the
would then lie
-ary Fair held here during the war, has had
with by the Maine Central
burg—but he insisted that he had no substi- Fins would tic complied
much better both for Belfast and the such extensive
for a court building, county offices,
county
preparations made for it as
tute—so that even that small vantage ground Maine Central than a lawsuit yvliicli might
continue ,his one.
etc., will soon expire, and the subject of
The
a long time.
of
In
a few years at
all
nations
dags
were
most, the road will
has no existence. Mo doubt they could all
pay well. We have no doubt of this. Never yvas a
trooped around the side galleries, mingled building county buildings is being discussed
go unharmed through another like conflict. liner harbor for yvinter than that at Belfast. It afhere. It is very probable that a court house
.vith evergreens anil medallions. The
fords 24 feet of water at low yvatcr
mark, directlygreat will be commenced the coming season.
by the side of the Railroad yvharf, for 1200 tect in
)igan was hidden from view by an immense
C orn, iron, flour, coal and all
Nomen.
length.
descriptions
The Democratic papers arc having a good time of
heavy goods are being landed there for Bangor, jreen curtain, which lent a
charming backover the Hon. Mr. Wimpy, of Georgia.
We see Watcrville and other places back. The
first con- ground to the mimic forest and dower-stands
The Bangor Whig, after
nothing to censure the Republican party for in the signment ot this description over this road
quoting an alwas
matter. Wimpy lias got bitten, and we arc glad ot taken to \V aterville on
m the platform in front.
extract from an
of last yveek
the
Wednesday
front
leged
Upon
alleged paper in
it. [Machias Republican.
We can sec no other way than that this
must be
salconios opposite were placed three
So arc wo, for now lie won’t bite anybody. the winter outlet, sooner or later, of all the region
large Georgia, remarks—
That editor lias only to persevere and lie
contiguous to the European and North American circles, surrounded by a glory of American
may in
It may not be censurable in the Republican Railroad and its
time attain a degree of
tributaries. Ice seldom makes in
and long streamers of red, white
refinement, unequalled—
lags,
the
and
harbor.
even by the Belfast Journal.
party, but it was mighty negligent in not inblue. The centre cirelo contained this inIf the Whig man ever attains a
structing Wimpy to wait until he got to A serious cattle
degree it
called the foot and scription from Goethe: “Das
disorder,
Heib liehe will undoubtedly bo a
ewig
when
he
could
steal
latitudeof
Washington,
genuine mouth disease, is|prcvailing in Dutchess
degree
county. N. ffichtunshinan,” (the eternal womanly draws
say ninety north of the truth. IIo generally
V. it was imported from
greenbacks in abundance
Europe.
us upward.)
Beneath this was the motto, sails in
high latitudes on that sea.

Willson, Tennant & Co., contractors for
the Belfast and Moosehead Lake
building
The lime rapidly approaches which is to
be big with the fate of the aspirants to the Railroad, have commenced a suit in the
Belfast collectorship. Harmon’s commission United States Court at Portland for the reto be due from
in
and as there are no covery of a balance claimed

j

generalities.

j

worth

Duburjue, a bankrupt swore be wasn’t
anything, ami was committed to Jail for per-

jury.
#2000

sewed up in the sleeves.

Out ill

An examination of his coat revealed over

An interesting nutmeg smuggling ease is being
tried in Boston, in which the United States seeks to
certain shekels of silver
The details are spicy.

recover

ties.

from'ofTendlng

par-

A Kansas paper, describing a wedding trousseitu,
“The bride is to havo thrilling
nightgowns;
oh, such beautii s, with ever such long trails—five
at
least. One chemisette that ottr gossipping
feet,
friend showed us has over #00 worth of trimming
on it; ami that is only one of a dozen.”
says:

The Ames Plow company, of Massachusetts,
from too much plowing around in speculations, luu
failed. It shakes the credit of several Massachusetts millionaires.
There is a suit in progress at Ottawa, 111., against
a firm who placed in position on their premises a
burglar-trap gun, which was accidentally discharged one Sunday morning, with the effect of peppering with shot a party of young ladies who were on
their way to church.

j

Ellen Black was a beautiful young resident of
Bucks county. Pa., up to last Monday, when she
kindled her tire with kerosene. Sho is “Over
There” now.
California is planting oysters in Pacific waters.
Brother H’altou, a (Quaker Indian agent, has been
convicted of selling intoxicating beverages to the
Pawnee Indians. There is no more than was expected. lie found it impossible to get them to take
any interest in tracts, so lie thought he would touch
their feelings with something stronger.
After
whiskey, he can get his tracts into them easy

enough.
At Franklin, Pa., a house burned, so near to a
suspension bridge that the wire cables, becoming
redliot, broke, letting the bridge into the river.
Twenty' ja-rsons were on it, .scleral of whom were
killed, and many injured.
A colored lady, boasting of the progress made
by
her son Is ariiliemetie, said : “lie is m the mortification table.”
ii»t; \cadcmy m Limerick,
Me., was burned on
the 110th, from a defect ill the chimney.

A radical editor has been found who hud the
courage to speak of the president’s message, as
“sound, able, dignified and patriotic.”
He’s a

postmaster.

It was not Ben. Perley Poore, who died last
week, but his brother in California, which makes u
great deal of difference to Ben.
A sc n hrd cat sav'd a valuable Dubuque property. Fire, broke out in a room where puss was
*hut up. Her wails were so immense that it awakened the sleepers, and the tire was extinguished.

They have very smart dogs in Lewiston. The
Journal says one of them stopped a runaway horse
by seizing the reins iu his teeth.
“Dropping a kind word into the ear” of the poor
is a Chicago idea <*t charity
The poor don’t fat up
much on it.
Brunt was Prribly exercised when he heard of
the Heorgiu election, and swore worse than (Jude
Toby’* armv in Flinders.
Milwaukee

A

glass which

wus

—

man has iust dug out a
piece of
buried iu his fool seven year* ago.

The official democratic majority in Tennessee Is

JT,2s.s.
of

Increase F. Watson, of Winthrop, iu the course
a little unpleasantness with a Fifteenth Amendnamed (toorge Page, hit him on the head with
-tick of wood, from the effects of which he died.

ment
a

A Connecticut, storekeeper rejoices over $21 iu
scrip which he found in rat-hole and only two ten
cent pieces torn.

Brigham Young ha- recently started a batik in
Salt Lake ( ity. The -hecks arc made to read ; “To
the credit of the Lord.”
The President in making appointments,
says in
his commissions. \ cry appropriately and significantthese
“Know
all
men
I'kkhk.vt.s
by
ly.
etc.,
thus presenting the rca-on with the fact. [Boston
Post.
T. Stewart

A.

gloves

Were oner.

savs that hull the colored “kid’'
the hides of pilppir-.

Fli Shu i- tin name o| 01. of the oldest Chiuese
deities. Hi- name got mixed iu coming across.
A woman m Vow York has recovered
$3,000
from a man because a
rick fell from his chimney
and hurt her.

State of M

$1)10,000.

an-

fund

line hotels.
representing the sum of
invented in the Massachusetts sinking

T

Nash. Fs<|., of Wushiugtou county, has hiw
w»o.lyiuK Uw m U\s otff. h. If Ml’. N. e*e|
sues us, we shall retain bis student.

wi,,°

In Knoxville an irate citizen assaulted an
editor
but the latter Hung the paste pot at him and
put out
his eye.
Senator Wilson thinks the fishery trouble will
be more difficult to adjust ihan the Alabama claims

\

More ballast and shorter masts is the order of the

British admiralty, since the loss of the Iron clad

Captain.
five car-loads of seal skins from Alaska, and
fourteen ear loads of < ’hina and Japan teas, were
shipped eastward from San Francisco on Thursday.
A Washington
correspondent of the Bid deford
nion states that Bev. B. D. Peek has taken a fresh
*tart in temperance labors.
If lie shrinks the ranks
ot the drinkers as he did the State
Treasury,
Benjamin will be a success.
l

Boswell is painting sleighs atjThomaatou, uud behaves well—which is more than h over .lid
before.
I bet rent Western life Insurance
New Y ork, has failed.

’ompany of

A writer in the Portland Pres.-,, disturbed
by the
of a dog, retaliates in kind.

nightly howling

King, a farmer belonging in Bradford, fell
Hall, m the 2d, and
railing in Voromb.
instantly killed.

Mr.
over

was

the

«

<-onimissiouer Thomas has captured lour metre
They are not like their iron—refined.

Swedes.
Some
M‘id to

Boston artist,
this office

a

or one of his
patrons, hm
panoramic view of the military

occupation ol French territory, such as must
quently occur in the Furopoan unpleasantness.
present a very moving aspect.

fre-

It

Anna Dickinson suvs slie proposes
giving Ike
newspaper men that talk about her, “tit for tat."
Sol Miller, a Kansas editor,
to
this
replied
by saying: “All right, Anna, we’ll trade; here's your
tat.”
A

man

a

birth,

whose wife tiad three children
lias written to Washington for a pension.
The woman should have it, if either.

at

out west

A hook agent has heeu arrested iu Iowa for emfunds received bv him while selling the
“Life of Christ.”

bezzling

Ex-Secretary Seward, feeling lively
Pipial

to

at TO, and
the demands of anv occasion, is about to

a woman of 00.
William is a gay youth.
Sirs. Polly Newell of Winslow, aged so years, was
found dead in her bed on Thursday.morning, terribly burned.

marry

Toby Candor recently wrote to the Boston Jourthat Uov. Chamberlain and Connell spent a

nal

thousand dollars in

gallivanting

around iu New
the Hartford

York, under ..I visiting
Asylum. Toby now’ “takes water"

on

the subject,

md says he was mistaken.
It is

thought that

on

a.milt of the extreme low

tide, laying bare the oyster beds in New London,
't., harbor, during the Iasi few days, large numbers
if the oysters have heeu frozen.
n

The cattle disease lias appeared
ttie vicinity of Salem, Mass.
Portland has got

a

steam

on

several farms

cutter, and is glad.

Ni'.w York. Jan.The steamer Hornet arrival at Port an Prince oil the istti ult. for coal which
was refused licrat Nassau. She sailed from Nassau
Her destination is unknown.
in the 22d.
A couple

of sausage

making

linns in Augusta

belaboring each other in newspaper cards, with
nsinuations touching Ihe'matorials of dm links ot
engtlien ed sweetness.
They incline to Is- ilognutii-al in style.
All exchange suvs of Zscli. Chandler’s speech iu
he Senate that lie spoke with tinted breath
IVhiskey was used for (he bait, as usual. [N. Y.

ire

Dem.
I.ewis Tapp'd1- die old original alsilitionist, is
and likely to die.
tick with paralysis,
The Democrats have elected their speaker of the
gow York Assembly.
Nellie Drysdall. a nice little girl id IS, has been
rrcsted in Charlestown, charged with poisoning
I ler husband and his mother.
We learn that on two days of last week, two
! oung gentlemen of this city caught PS lbs. ot plrkrel, through the ice in Holbrook's pond. In Orring-

i

im.

| Bangor Whig.

******

——M»aa»ii

Samuel Edwards, Esq., formerly Postmaster of
city, arrived here on Monday evening from
r>oston, with the body of his wife, Mrs. Alma M.

LOCAL ITEMS, &c.

fcFAFAST PRICES CCtlttXlt

THE LEGISLATIVE NOMINATIONS.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR

this

Augusta, Me., Jan. 3.
News of the County and City.
In tho Legislative Caucuses to-night, Hon.
Edwards, who died suddenly, after having been Charles Buffunt
ol Penobscot was nominated
Cultiug
The Srt’itKME .It nimr. conir, Judge
married less than threo months. She will be buried
the Senate, and Capt. S. W.
for
of
President
in
this
city here.
presiding, commenced its January term
for Secretary and AsHeath
Lane
and
H.
M.
The following is a list of the Jurors
on Tuesday.
The Democrats made no
Mr. II. O. llussell, of the Belfast Paper Company, sistant Secretary.
In attendance—
was on New Years, presented by the employees nomination.
MUST ,11'KY.
In tho House, lion. E. B. Smith of Saco
of tho company with an elegant silver ice pitcher
Calvin Blodgett,Foreman, Morrill.
was nominated for Speaker, receiving 69
and
neatly
engraved.
goblets,
Montville.
(t. M. Armor.
S. J. Chadvotes to 82 for Col. F. Robie.
Jackson.
Hodman Boody,
Look out for your fires. Belfast has been rewas nominated for Clerk and Col. Z.
bourne
Enoch M. Barker,
Troy.
markably exempt this winter, hut without care her A. Smith for Assistant Clerk,
Freedom.
Samuel Briggs,
by acclamation.
lime may come unexpectedly.
Kearsiftont.
Alexander Cooper,
The Democrats nominated Hon. E. R. WilWaldo.
Edmund Cross,
Mr. Jonathan Berry, of Stockton, is 92 years of son of Thomaston for Speaker, and Frederick
Monroe.
Beni. A. Curtis,
age, and a child of three months, of his descendants, Lyford of Lewiston for Clerk.
Albert B. Ferguson.
Searsport,
The Republican State Committee organStockton.
Jos. C. tioodliuc,
represents the fifth generation.
Burnham.
tieo. Hancock,
ized
evenby the choice of Speaker Blaine for
on
be
Thursday
will
The lecture this week
John Hurd,
Northport.
Chairman and Z. A. Smith of Skowhegan,
ing, by Rev. J. S. C. Abbot. Subject—The Spanish
.SECOND ,H UV.
J. E. Norton, Foreman,
A. J. Hurd.
Hiram F. Kinney,
Jerc. B. Littlefield,
Eli C Merriraan,
Win, H. Moody,
Warren Newliit,
Jos. s. Ferkins,
Walter B. ltankin.
•bishua Smart,
\\

Winterport.
Unity.
Prospect,
Liberty.

Five schooners loaded with 20,000 bushels of
corn, arrived in our harbor last Saturday, ami will

Winterport.
Islesboro.

CElt N I'M E It

N t'

Monday was a fine day for the potato dealers.
The article sells at from So to 90 cents—a bushel of
potatoes being equal to a bushol of corn.

Belmont.
Falermo.
Belfast.
Swanville.

Thompson.

in

The Belfast Savings Bank was broken into on
the
Thursday. It was done by the cashier, because
door lock got full of ice.

Knox.
Bcltast.

Milton J. Whitcomb,
A

It

discharge

f t-s.

T'lioi mlike.

(.Imrles White.

here.

narrowing the
belonging to our rail-

linowlton & Co., of Camden, are

Concerning Lobsters.
Next to tlie egg, there is no shell lisli more ediIl i- an agnatic, and lives
ble titan the Lobster.
down at the bottom of the sea. lie is the guardian
angel of October, an 1 b is Ins picture in the Almanac ovei that lnoiill
Why lie i- the patron saint
that pul lion of tic yea) i- a conundrum the nil—
wei to which has not yd been handed in. Lobsters
are built more lor durability than speed, and are
a coat
put together in short sections or hinges, like
ot mail. Their skin i- hard and resembles vulcanized rubber, and In color i- a dark. dull, blue,
ot

much
given. They are provided with
cither side.and have a pair ot arms linished
a
out with a decidedly big baud, which resembles
of mittens, it having only a thumb, all the bal-

blackish,

legs

Secretary.

Court and Nation.

gauge of
road.

thirty freight

cars

II. J. Locke has a supply of the delicate Nillson
perfume, which ail the ladies are so eager to get.

slippery weather, you can tell where genuine
Christians live, by the ashes on the sidewalk.
Mr. Frye, the new Clerk of the Courts, lias enterIn

ed upon his duties.
Boom to let,

over

Allard's store.

Apply

at this

ofiiec.

NORTH

CAROUNA-THE EIGHT ARTICLES
OF IMPEACHMENT.

on

[Whig.

THE

Great Reduction of Fares

JOURNAL.

SPSterliug Exchange, payable
BOSTON

The Washington correof the New York Herald, under the
date of the 28th, writes as follows—
The republican Senators and members who
have remained here over the recess have
had ample time to discuss the prospects of
the party for the next Presidential election in
connection with recent events. There is no per doz.
BEANS—We quote choice Western hand-picked pea
disguising the fact that the majority of them bean*
at $2 50a2 62 per bush; Eastern do at $2 76; choice
the
exand
are
especially
despondent,
hand-picked modiums $2 12a2 15; common pea $2 25;
in
the
habit
common mediums $175; marrow beans at $2 50 per bush
are
who
experienced politicians
HAY—We quote prime $28a30; 18a20 for Inferior;
of looking ahead. They concede that the
$12al7 for Swale, and $30a32 for New York Straw.
South, with the exception, perhaps, of South
Carolina, is hopelessly democratic, and that
SPECIALhNOTICES.
whoever may be the democratic candidate in
1872 will get the full Southern vote, with the
above exception. To overcome this it will ASK
FOR DR. CLARKE'S SHERRY WINE BITTERS.
be necessary for the republicans to carry all
And
no other.
take
See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
tin
the great States of
North, including
is upon the label of each bottle. No other Is genuine.
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana. Tho first They
urepuerly vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp
and the last are doubtful, and the leaders ot
tine Republican party are of the opinion that
7)7?. SCHEXCK ADVISES COXSCMPTIVES TO
even with Grant as a candidate nothing can
GO TO FLORIDA IX WIXTER.
save them but the blunders of the democracy.
Having for tho last thirty-live years devoted my whole
time and attention to the study of lung diseabi-3 and conShould the democrats put forward candidates
sumption, I feel that I understand fully the course that
with a good record and a decent platform
ought to ho pursued to restore a tolerably bad case of diseased lungs to healthy soundness. The first and most imthere seems to be little doubt of their sucportant step is, for the pnti-ont to avoid taking cold; and
the best of all places on this continent for this purpose, in
success.
Is Florida, well down in the
where the tem-

ance

have a row, like other people,
and in the melee sometime s lose a member, but
have a happy faculty of growing out another. Their
this country and Europe,
process is patented noth in
which accounts for its not. coming into mure general
A Lobso to speak.
use with the human lobster,

They occasionally

comes

novel

ster

on

shore unless lie is carried

there by force, i never Knew one i<* u • >o mur->
he got into hot water. 'i'Uey are afflicted with hut
There i* more real
one disorder, and that is boils.
excitement in harpooning a wh ile, or having the
measles, than there i* in catching Lobster.-. The
*mall hen-coop,
and hangs therein, as entieers, several dead fish.
He then rows his boat to the lobster ground,
which is water) and sinks hi* coop to the bottom
fisherman

provides

hiuisclt with

a

and anchor* it to a small buoy, (on from 8 to 10
When lie
years old will do,) and then goes home.
feels like it again, say in the course of a week or
two, be goes back and pulls up hi* poultry bouse,
and If he has had good success, he will find his
■

the
game inside the eoop. As an article of food,
real goodness of a lobster is in the pith. \ cry few
persouR relish tin* skin, and physician* say his
hard to digest. We therefore take the lobster and
boil it till it is ;cd-dy to cat. Nothing is better for
the colic Ilian boiled lobster. Twill In in/ on a
case when cucumbers have failed. Fora sudden case,
Fatcn at the
we advise them crumbled in milk.
light time and in proper quantities, losters *tand
second to no fruit we know of. 'They are great on
,*ggs. and carry round vast quantities with them,
festooned all over their body. Merely to satisfy
our curiosity we took the trouble to count the eggs
toted around by
single lobster, and we found
there were 8,701,1*10 by actual count, and that loba

much on eggs either.
We have omitted saying several beautiful things
that might be written about this sea bird, in order

ster

was

not

to give some other writer a chance. We don't
vvish to monopolize this subject. In closing, let us
are good,
say that lobster* in the original package
»fo.
P* 'JO c.-nl- cadi.
und are held at IVoin u
Jerome i* general agent for tin* part of the Mato.
Si AiiitiMf Afiimv. * tn
young men belonging in this

Monday night,

three

ity, g >f inio a fight m
the street* in which knives were used, and two of
them severely cut. Their names are \\ il’.ian Cottrell, Le under 1 >. v i s and Sylvanus Cottrell. I hi vis
stabbed in his hand and arm, and
wan severely
Sylvanus Cottrell was badly out in the hands. We
are not acquainted with the origin of the difficulty
save that something besides cold water i- said to
have been taken by the parties. l>avi- was very
severely cut, and started for the office ot 1M Flandeix, leaving a trail of blood behind him, and faintNone of the parties are
ed mi reaching the office.
over

20 year* of age.

Big thing on

Sfiokt Cakk.

ice—when Joe lla.*ty

the sidewalk the other day.
Belfast has had a neck-tie party. Nice thing too;
a
new neck-tie and a lady's company the whole
evening, all for If) cents. Cheaper than dirt, a* the

slipped

down

on

chap said of the soup.Tip-top sleighing

now, the

That is olli -i ll.
bolt we shall have this winter.
'There will be lots of sliding down hill these moon-

light nights
a girl on your knee.
Ah the moon on the snow her beams send.
To glide swift down the hill and then have the sled

Oh, how nice it will be, with

spill,
Both yourself and girl end over end.
Lots of letters spoiled this week by writing 1MU.
our modesty was shocked at a display of bare knees
at fhe depot. We looked again and found they were
juniper.Wouldn't it. be a good idea not to ring
the nine o’clock boll when there is a lecture at the
hall?.A horse |barber has been doing a lively
business in our city the past week.

Oil Sunday nighl, at a late hour, a young man returning homeward, encountered the strange spectacle of
snow.

a

man

The

propelling

barrow

a

man

wheelbarrow over the
wanted to be direct-

to u hotel.
He said that a man offered to
bet five dollars that he couldn’t wheel the barrow
from Monroe, twelve miles, to Belfast, but be bad
done It ami won the scrip. The inference is that
the other fellow didn't appreciate the man’s muscle,
or else had a five dollar motive to get him away.

ed

Monday afternoon, in the Supreme Court now
in session in this city, Hon. A. (i. Jewett introduced resolutions appropriate to the recent demise of
Hon. James White, and addressed the Court in some
very feeliug remarks. Hon. Nehemiah Abbott
moved that the Court adjourn as a mark of respect
to the memory of the deceased. Judge Cutting responded, paying a just tribute t) the deceased, and
ordered an adjournment to Tuesday morning.
On

Express Company commenced on
Monday to run over the Belfast road, and will make
regular daily trips. It will he a great convenience
The Eastern

to our

citizens,

ns

well

as

to

those

on

the line of

the road who may send orders to Belfast,
A. Bussell is messenger.

(ieorge

For the first time in the

historyjot our city, hoys
beard crying newspapers in the streets. Washburn receives supplies of Boston, Portland and
Lswiston dallies by every train,which he>upplies to
customers, at the store or by carriers at the houses.
We are certainly getting to be metropolitan.
In severe weather the supply gas pipes, if exposed at any point to frost, are liable to get dogged
by the freezing of vapor in them. We entered
Williamson's office one evening to lind the Judge
are

pursuing

hi* labors

by

the

light

of

a

candle licit

served to make darkness visible.

By an error in the manuscript sent to us, the
call for the annual meeting of the Penobscot Buy &
Biver Railroad was printed as the 8th. It should b<
Monday the 9th. There will be an open railroad
meeting iu the afternoon.
A lady In stepping from the door of Hayford
one eveniug last week, jolted her set of tcetli
out. An excellent young roan, by the sacrifice 01

Hall,

card of matches, found them. Moral, in
to the dark, keep your mouth shut.

a

going in-

synopsis:

State,
winter.
perature is regular. and not subject to such variations ns in
Palatka Is a point I can recommore northern latitudes.
mend. A good hotel is kept there bv Peterman. Last winter l saw several persons there whose lungs had been badly
diseased* but who, under the healing influence of the climate and my medicines, were getting well.
One hundred miles farther down the river is a point which
I would prefer to Palatka, as the temperature is more even
and the air dry and bracing.
Mellonville and Enterprise
are located there.
I should give a decided preference to
Mellonville; it is two miles from river or lake, and it
seems almost impossible to take cold there. The tables in
and will never cease his labors until lie has
Florida might bo better, and patients complain at times:
but that is a good sign, as it indicates a return of appetite;
of
his foot upon the ninetieth
and, when thisis tho case, they generally Increase in flesh,
and then tho lungs must heal.'
north latitude. He will go first to NewfoundJacksonville, Hibernia, (Irecn Cove, and many other
and
about a
to obtain
places in various parts of Florida, can be safely’recommended to consumptives in winter. My reasons for saying
some “sealers” to make up his
From
so are, that patients are less liable to take cold there than
where there is ft less even temperature; and it is not nethonce he will
to the western coast
cessary to say, that, where a consumptive person exposes
of
to procure some skins and a
himscif to frequent colds, he is certain to die shortly:
therefore my advice is, go well down into the State, out
of stock fish. From Greenland ho
of tho reach of prevailing east winds and fogs. Jackson
of
will cross Davis
and obtain
viile, or almost any other of the localities 1 have named,
Will benefit those who are troubled with a torpid liver, a
to
the
then cross Baffin’s
disordered stomach, deranged bowels, sore throat, or cough;
Smith’s
thence
but, for those whose lungs arc diseased, a more southern
is earnestly recommend- d.
and go to the north as far as point
Jones’
For fifteen years prior to 1889, I was professionally in
New York,. Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia every
before winter sets in. His
week, where I saw and examined on an average five hunmaster has
years in the arctic dred patients a week. A practice so extensive, embracing
every possible phase of lung disease, has enabled me to unand his first and second ofiicers ten
derstand tho disease fully ; and hence my caution in regard
to taking cold.
A person may take vast quantities of
in
If
he
the
north
cannot
reach
years.
Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and Mandrake
lie will
another year, or, if necessal'iils,” and yet dio if ho does not avoid taking cold.
In Florida, nearly everybody Is using Schenek's Manry, five years.
drake Pills; for the climate is more likely to produce
bilious habits than more northern latitudes. It is a wellestablished fact, that natives of Florida rarely die of consumption, especially those of the southern part. On tho
The
heretofore reother hand, in New England, one-third at least of tho population dio of this terrible disease.
In the Middle States,
lost was struck
a
it does not prevail so largely; still there arc many thousands
off of cases there. What ii vast percentage of life would be
or
on the Cth of
saved if consumptives wore ns easily alarmed in regard to
miles from
about
taking fresh colds as they are about scarlet fovor, sinall-pox,
Ac! but they arc not: they take what they term a little
and
Blanchard and his famcold, which they are credulous enough to believe will wear
with the
cook and two otr in a few days’. They pay no attention to it, and hence it
lays the foundation for another and another still, until the
when the vessel foundered.
men
lungs are diseased beyond all hope of cure.
of SearsThe second mate Mr. Olmer
My advice to persons whose lungs are affected, even
to lay in a stock of Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup,
slightly,
of Schenek’sis Seaweed
to some
and three men
Tonic, and Schenek’s Mandrake Pills,
and go to Florida. I recommend these particular medicines,
the
and wore
up the next
because I am thoroughly acquainted w ith their action. I
and carried into Messina. know, that, where they arc used in strict accordance with
an Italian
my directions, they will do the work that Is required. This
At the time of the
was
the
accomplished, nature will do the rest. Tho physician who
under lower
and the
prescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and then advises the patient to walk or ride out every day, will bo sure
all
hands
were
on
deck
and
for to have a corpse on his hands before long.
i
the
but it came so
My plan Is, to give my three medicine© in accordance with
and with
the printed directions, except in some cases where a freer
such a tremendous crash that it threw the use of the Mandrake Pills is necessary. My object is, to
It
to get up ii good appetite.
tone to the stomach,
vessel on her beam-ends and she sank in fif- give
is always a good sign when a
begins to grow hunpatient
With a relish for food, ami
The
was cut away,
teen minutes.
gry: I’have Lopes of such.
gratification of that relish, comes good blood, and
but it was too late to save her. It is suppos- the
with it. more flesh, which is closely followed by a healing
of the lungs,
i1m<» the cough loosens and abates, ilia
of her decks were stove in
ed that a
i-*nc«-r pro*,
creeping chills and clammy nigiit. swcnii
tr.-it- uml annoy, and llie piuleul gets well, provided ho
so that she
the
avoids taking cold.
filled with water.
Now. there arc many consumptives who have not the
The question may be asked. Is
means to go to Florida.
there no hope for such ? Certainly there Is.
My advice to
such is, and ever has been, to stay in a warm room during
The schooner Elizabeth, of
A JjONG Tail’.
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
RodHami, arrived at ibis port yesterday afternoon,
which should be kept regularly at that point by means of a
in twenty-one days from New York. Sbe is loaded
thermometer. Let such a patient take his exercise within
the limits ofthc room by walking up amt down as much as
with corn, on which we understand the insurance
his strength will permit, in order to keep up a healthy cirbeen
lias been collected, the vessel
up
culation of tho blood. I have cured thousands by this sysfor lost. The wind blew
offshore, and tem, and can do so again. Consumption is as easily cured
as any other disease, if it is tak< n in time, and the proper
and
the Elizabeth encountered six different
The fact stands undisputed
kind of treatment is pursued.
was blown off as many times.
One time sbe drifted
Mandrake
on record, that Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup,
after
made Seguin.
back as far as (Jape
Pills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many of whut
seemed to be hopeless cases of consumption. Co where you
The
of the crow were terrible. The veswill, you will be almost certain t-> llnil some poor conconflict with
sel is much shattered by its
sumptive who 1ms boon rescued from the very jaws of death
old
but the cargo is intolerable condition.
by their use.
So far as the Mandrake Pills are concerned, everybody
The safe arrival of the Elizabeth is all the more
should keep a supply of them on hand.
They act on the
because a vessel with which slit; came
liver better than calomel, and leave none ot Its hurtful
in collision,
In the time she
her lost.
effects behind. In fact, they are excellent in all cases
I f you have parwhen a purgative medicine is required.
was
her passage from New Y'ork, one
taken too*fivcly of fruit, and diarrlnsa ensues, u dose of tho
go to Europe and back by steamer, and have
If you are subject to sick headMandrakes will euro you.
a day or two to look around besides.
At her colache, take a iloso of t he Mandrakes, and they will relieve
lision with the Chase, mentioned in the Press last
you in two hours. If you would obviate the effect of a
change of water, or the loo free Indulgence in fruit, taka
week, sbe broke her mainboom, stove bulwarks on
one of the. Mandrakes every night, and you may then
both sides, lost her boat and sprung a leak. 8he
driuk water, and cat water-melons, pears, apples, plums*
bad to keep her pumps constantly going to keep
peaches, ofr corn, without the risk of being made sick, by
them. 1 hev will proteo t those who live in damp situations
her free.
bad only half a barrel of water for
against dulls and fevt-rs. dry them. They arc perfectly
nineteen
the balance
been lost.
harmless. They can do you good only.
1 have abandoned my professional visits to Boston and
land Press.
New York, but continue, to see patients at my office. No. 15
North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, every Saturday, from
y, a.n., to 3, r.M. Those wlu> wish ft thorough examination
The Lewiston Journal says that
The
with the in-spirometer will be charged live dollars.
declares the exact condition of the lungs;
ofthe Grand Trunk RailDirector
and patients can readily learn whether they are curable
the
buildwith
But 1 desire it distinctly understood, that tho valway, will at once
or not.
of the
railroad from the Grand ue of my medicinestodepends entirely upon their being taken
strictly according directions.
Trunk to connect with the
In conclusion, I will say, that when persons take my
medicines, and their systems are brought into a healthy
to
three
Railroad. It is
condition thereby, they are not so liable to takocold; yet
no one with diseased lungs can bear a sudden change of atfor wide or narrow
mosphere without the liability of greater or less irritation
of the bronchial tubes.
Full directions in all languages accompany my mediof the State
the
The
cines, so explicit and clear that any one can use them
without consulting me, and can be bought from any
in excess of
year was
Uruggiot.
.1. II. Schenck, M.T).,
The average number of convicts in the
No. 15 North Sixth street, Philadelphia.
less than in J
but the
has been
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & Co.. Boston. Aaents.
year closes with a less number.

trip

PUBLIC

terrupted.

TAMIN

vi iicie n is
suusianuauy me same as Article .1, except that it recites the ease of 19
citizens ol Caswell, who obtained writs of
habeas corpus, which Kirk refused make
return to,
stating that he hold said prisoners
by the orders of Gov. W. W. Ilolden, Commander-in-Chiof of the militia, and that he
refused to produce their bodies.
Article 7 charges Holden with the incarceration of Josiah Turner of Orange County in
a loathsome dungeon in Alamance County,
among felons, one of whom was condemned
to death; that Kirk, Burgin, Yates, and
other desperadoes from the state of Tennessee,
acting under Holden’s orders, did hang by
the neck William Patten and Lueieu II.
Murray, and, to maintain said armed force,
did, without lawful authority, make his warrani upon David W. Jenkins, Treasurer of
North Carolina, for large sums of money—
to wit, 870,000—and did cause the said Jenkins to recognize the said unlawful warrant.
Article 8 charges that the said Holden did,
in the months of June, July, and August,
under color of his office as Governor, and
without the sanction of the Constitution and
laws of the State, make his warrants upon
the treasury of the State for large sums of
money—to wit, $80,000 and more—to be
used tor the unlawful purposes of maintaining large bodies of armed desperadoes; that
he did not incite and procure the Treasurer
of said State to recognize said unlawful warrants on the treasury of said State; that he
did further on such warrants, obtain in the
said manner other large sums of money—to
wit, $40,000; that Richard M. Allison, a citizen of Iredell County, did
bring suit in his
own behalf, and in hehalt of all tax-payers
of said State, to restrain the Treasurer from
paying any such and all sums to the said
Ilolden ; that Judge Mitchell of the Stato Superior Court granted a writ restraining and
rejoining the said Treasurer from paying
such funds; that the said Treasurer was duly
served with such writ of injunction, but the
said Holden did command the said Treasurer
to disregard the injunction and to deliver the
funds to other agents of the said Holden, to
be used for the purpose aforesaid; that the
said Treasurer did deliver such funds, in total disregard of said writ of injunction.

0

The annual
glWiNTEKi-ORT IRailroad.
meeting of the Stockholders in the Winterport Railroad Co., was held at the Bangor

House
yesterday. Eighty thousand four
hundred dollars of stock was
represented,
and the lollowing named gentlemen were
elected Directors: Charles E. Dole, Loomis
Taylor and Charles Hamlin of Bangor; T. II.

$6000

QAUTION

J|OOMBLOCK,
IN CITY

Sea Moss Ferine from pure Irish

Moss,

for Blauc
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac.. Ac. The
and
most
healthiest
delicious
food
in the
cheapest,
world.

Ayer’s American Almanac, for the new year,
has arrived for delivery gratis by all Druggists to
all who call for it. This Tittle annual has the largest circulation of any book in the world, made by
the fact that it furnishes the best medical advice
which is available to the people—enables them to
determine what their complaints are and how to
It contains the startling announcecure them.
ment of the conflagration of a world, or the combustion of one of the stars in the firmament with all its
attendant planets.
lmo‘26
If every family in this town know the value of
Benue’s Magic Oil, and would keep a bottle of it on
hand, to use in case of accident, we should be a
happier if not a handsomer people. Try this Oil.

Reader,

if your Druggist or Merchant does not
keep Renne’s Pain-killing Magic Oil on hand to
sell he will send for it at your request, and sell it
at the manufacturer’s lowest price at retail. “It
works like a charm.”
From Observation under tiie Microscope
of the blood of patients using Fellows’ Compound
Syrup of Hypophosphites, taken from time to
time, positive proof has been obtained of the steady
removal of diseased and dead blood particles and
the substitution of vitalized discs, so necessary to
the construction of healthy muscle.

O- Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is no pateni
Medicine humbug gotten up to dupe the ignorani
and crodulous, nor Is it represented as being “com

posed of rare and precious substances brought
from the four corners of the earth, carried sever
times across the Great Desert of Saharah on tin
backs of fourteen camels, and brought across tin
Atlantic Ocean on two ships.” It is a simple, mild
soothing, pleasant Remedy—a perfect specific foi
Winterport; Lathley Rich, Boston; Chronic Nasal Catarrh, “Cold in the Head,” am
James T. Sanford, New York, and Gideon kindred diseases. The proprietor, R. V. Pierce
D., 133 Seneca street, Buffalo, N. Y., offers a
Mayo, Orono. A meeting of the Directors M.
of $500 for a case of Catarrh that ho canno
will be held at the Bangor House next Mon- reward
cure. Sold by druggists, or sent by mall for sixtj
cents.
day. [Whig, Jan. 3d.

Cushing.

Unity,

_DIED.
paid for.]

In Boston, Dec, 21, Mrs. Phcbe II., wife of Capt. T.
D. Hindi formerly of this place, aged 54 years.
In Stockton, Dec. 3, ult., Capt, Thomas Shute.aged
70 years.
In Stockton, Dec. 25, Miss Lizzie Ellis, daughter of
Stephen and Cordelia Ellis, aged 15 years.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 24, Mrs. Mary K. Orff, aged 01
years 5 months. Dec. 28, Mr. Andrew Mink, aged 70
years. Dee. 20, Mr. Abial Gentliner, aged 60 years. Dec.
30, Mrs. Susan Stahl, aged 78 years.
In Washington, Dec. 25, Mr. Antonie De Costa, aged
86 years, served in the battles of the Peninsula uuder
Sir John Moore, also in the late war,

BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

PORT OF

Schs

Jan, 1.

Gen.
New
Schs
Sch
Sch

Dec. 30.
Jan.

Grant, Johnson, do; Mt. Hope, Allen,
York; Red Jacket, Averill.New Castle,
Adaline, Darby, Boston; Cameo, Mc-

Carty, do.
Isis, Bollock, Boston.
Sarah, Morton, New York,

2.
3.

1.
4.

Arey, Ryan, Boston;

Mt.

Allen, Rockland.

Hope,

Capt. Veazie, of sch L M Strout, of Bangor, at Portland from New York, reports that about 50 miles N E
from Cape Cod, he fell in with the soh Capitol of Frank
fort. The Capitol had lost sails, boat, and part of deck
load of lumber,and was leaking badly. The L M Strout
lay by her 20 hours, until the westerly gale then raging
had moderated a little, took off the captain and three
men, and brought them to Portland. The Capitol was
1)5 tons

register,

built at

Hampden, Me.,

over

NOTICE

HAVE A

Texture.
Call for
BEAVER

10.000. 000
3.000. 000

tf25

acres

on

NEBRASKA,

Now for sale, for oash or credit at low rates of interest.
These lands are near the 41st parallel of North Latitude,
iu a mild and healthy climate, and for grain growing
and stock raising are unequalled by any in the United
States.
Convenient to market both east and west.
range from $2,50 to $10,00 per acre.

Executor ot the
of
will
testament of Jonathan Treat late of
in said
repre*
sents that the goods, chattels and credits of said deceased
are not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges ot
Administration, by the sum of twenty-nine thousand
dollars.
Whkrekokk your petitioner prays your honor to Krnnt
him a license to sell and convey so much of the real estate ot said deceased, (including the reversion of the
Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy said debts, and
incidental charges, and charges of administration.
WM. TREAT, Executor.

respectfully

Rich

means

CABLE SCREW
wire.
pegged.

a screw
or

Superior

to sewed

Everr pair warranted not to rip.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Im24

T

O S T !

JOHN
j

A. 1ST D

WORSTEDS,
A T

Simonton Bros, & Co.,
Far excel any of their

previous ef-

forts, and the Prices of their
is well calculated to

goods
pub-

A®

please

HOOK.

CORONER!
HRLPAST,

Moline.

*

ON

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,
PUBLISHED BY

THE

THE

said County, deceased,
minors are seized and
of
certain
real
in Northport,
situated
estate,
possessed
consisting ot the Homestead oi said deceased, that an
offer
of
dollars
has
been
made by
fifty
advantageous
Excelsior Lodge of F. A A. M. of said Northport, lor
said real estate, which offer it is for the interest of all
concerned immediately io accept, the proceeds thereof to
be put out on interest for the beneiit of said minors,
Wherefore your petitioner pray
your honor to grant
him a license to sell and convey Baia real estate of said
minors, to said Lodge for said sum.
JOB F. PENDLETON.

No. 4 Bulfmcli Street, Boston,
(Opposite

Tuesday

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
A. D. 1870.
a

widow of John G. Sawyer,
in said County of Waldo, depresented a petition that Amos W. Sprowl
appointed Administrator on said deceased's ejD.

late of

books,

Ordered,

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
In the year of our Lord A. D. 1870,
a

W. GREER, Executor of the estate of
late of Morrill, in said County
Benjamin
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and Anal
account of Executorship on said estate for allowance
together with his private claim.
Ordered, That tho said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
J ournal, printed at Belfast,that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,within and for said Counon the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the sapm should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A trueoopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. Sw24

Thomas^

they

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
A. D. 1870.
TREAT, Administrator of the estate ot

RAWSON & STAHL,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

|

lUcntlciaiesi’s

probably

Hoys’

W ATERPROOFS, TRIM M IN CIS,
(ffat.r|trnofi l>on|jrht

of

nil.

Cm Frne

of

(hi. I'xt'-I
Wolf lined and unltncd Buffalo Robes,
Lap Robot,
and Horse Blankets.
Shawls, Tailors Trimmings, Alpacca, Tlckngs, Flannels, Sheetings, Prints, Table Linen
Embossed Covers, Quilts, Linen and Bosoms,
Balmorals, Batting, 4c.

HATS <5z> CAPS.
LADIES’ FURS.
Furs made over.

TRUNKS & VALISES
Umbrellas, Paper Collars, Heck Ties,
Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Shirts,
Drawers, Undershirts, Suspenders, &o., &c.
Robes, and Ilorse Blankets.
Lap
Buffaloes,
WALDOBORO’, MAINE.
51. IiAW.HON.

>1.

I).

M. STAHL.

Oaili paid for all kinds of Shipping Fare.
Cash paid for 300 lbs. of blue mixed domestic YARN
Terms Cash--No Goods Sold on Credit.
lwInDStlwinJ
Waldoboro, Dec. S, 1S70.

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH,
NO

FARMER

IS

TOO

POOR,

productions, NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

fratitude

Chronicle, Farmington, Maine, Sept. 7,1889.
Either book sent by mall on receipt of price.
N. B. The Author of the above-named medical works
is the Chief Consulting Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invalids from all parts of the country, that he
has no time to attend to mere business details. Therefore all letters should be addressd to the PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. W. II. PARKER, the
Medical Assistant of the Author, and his Business
Agent, who, as well as the Author himself, may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and ex-

perience.

anil

CLOTHING, CLOTHS,

postage paid.

These are, Deyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There Is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of
Either Sex, can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced to
which no allusion even can be found in any other works
in our language. All the New Discoveries of the aunever before
thor, whose experience is such as
fell to the lot of any man, are given in lull. No person
should be without these valuable books.
“Valuable Books.—-Wc have received the valuable
medical works published by the Peabody Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit, and should lind
a plaoe in every intelligent family.
They are not the
cheap order of abominable trash, published by Irresponand
to
sible parties,
purchased
gratify coarse tastes, but
are written by a responsible professional gentleman of
eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters,
concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability, and care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints arc added,”— Coos
Republican, Lancaster, N. II.
“The author ot these books is one of the most learned
and popular physicians ot the day, and Is entitled to the
of our race for these invaluable
t seems to be his aim to iuduce men and women to
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they arc subject, and he tells them just how and when to do it.”—

Inviolable

ty,

a

llous**.)

Flattered by the reception of, aud great demand for,
the above valuable and timely treatises, and also to meet
a great need of the present age, the author has just published a new book, treating exclusively of NERVOUS
150 pp. cloth.
AND MENTAL DISEASES.
Price
$1 00, or sent free on receipt of $3 lor the other two

SAWYER,
RACHEL
Montville,
ceased, having

County

Revere

SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ot
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Dk< link in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Uyrochondkia, and all other diseases arising Iron the ErExrors of Youth, or the Indiscretions or
cesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
Price only $!,00. 285 pages, bound in cloth.
man.
A Rook for every Woman,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically and Pathologically, from
Infancy
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engrav350 pages, bound in beautiful French cloth.
ings.
Price $2.00.
A Rook for Everybody'.

they

3w24

pure medicinal extract ot native roots anrt ,....nts,

For the cure ot Habitual Constipation of the
Bowels it is a never tailing remedy, and thoee who have
used it for this purpose are loud in its praise.
In Bran
chialy Throat ami Lung Disease, it has produced many
rruly remarkable cures, wln-re other meaiciues had tail
ed.
Sold by druggists at $1.00 per bottle. Prepared %i
the Chemical Laboratory of
3mosl4
R. V. PIERCE, M. I)., Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate Office
in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
of January
next, at ten o’clock In the forenoon, and shew cause, if
any they have, why tho same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
3w24

THURLOUGH, Judge.

a

thorough

all humors

Eruption.

combining in harmony Nature’s most sovereign curative
properties, which God has instilled into the vegetable
kingdom tor healing the sick. It is a great restorer tor
the strength and vigor ot the system. Those «r« are
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or tears,
•>r any ot the affections symptomatic of tceakuesh, will
rind convincing evidence of its r storativi pow-r npoa
trial. It you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated and despond
ent, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly in the
morning, irregular anpetitt and tongue coated, \ou a re
suffering from Torpid Liver or Biliousness." In mat y
cases of •*Liver Complaint" only a part ot these srmy
tom? are experienced.
A.* a remedy for all such cast s,
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has no equal,*? ii
effects perfect cures, leaving the liver strengthened and

in two years.
A Rook for every Ifftin.

Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday of December,
D. 1870.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December,
A. D. 1870.
TROLLY WHITCOMB, Administratrix of the estate
X of Eben Whitcomb, late of Belfast, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of Administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix, give notice to
all persons interested by cau ling a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the Republican
ournal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and ior said
County, on the seoond Tuesday of January next, at
ten of the clock before noon, and shew canse, if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.

It is

miM

cures

common

Dr. W. II. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
Metlical Icnowledge for everybody. 250,000 copies sold

County of Waldo,

a

ed, and

healthy.

Pendleton, late of Northport, in
respectfully represents that said

That the said Rachel give notice to all persons interested by causing a
copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the Republican
ournal printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of January mxt, at
ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if an/ they
have, why tho prayer of said petition should not be
AS A THURLOUGH. Judge.
granted.
A. true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w24

blood puriflar yet discoveftrom the worst Sorofula to a
Pimples and Blotches on the face,
and scaly or rough skin, which riv such uuuoyiug likiui*hes to man) young i-ersons, yield to the H*e 01 a tew
bottles of thi? wond. rtul medicine1,
h rom one to eight
bottles cure Salt Pheum, Erysipelas, Scald He*>u, R*r*g
}Forms Boils, Scaly Eruptions, of the. Skin, Scrofula
Sores, Ulcers and Canker in the \£<>uth and Stomach.
Chin is the

Scientific and Poonhr Medical VJcrkn

Honorable Judge ot Probate for the County of
Waldo:
undersigned guardian of MANLY II., and OTIS
H. PENDLETON, minor heirs of Sophronia S.

JTPTON

Feathers,

lic mind.

To the

At

Carpetings,

GENTLEMAN’S HAY STATE GUAY SHAWL.
It. was dropped in the Village. Any one putting me in
the way of getting it shall be rewarded.
Belfast, Dec. 17, 1870. 3w2o* j. Y. McCLINTOCK.

the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the peti-

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Fancy Goods,

WIRE

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Bottoms fastened with

tioner give notice to all persons interested, by
a copy of said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, aud shew
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w24

A true copy.

Dry Goods,

government lands along the road between

OMAHA A.AD NTORTH PLATTE,
Surveyed and open for entry under the Homestead and
Pre-emption laws, and can be taken by
ACTUAL SETTLERS, ONLY.
An opportunity never before presented for
securing
homes near a great Railroad with all the conveniences
of an old settled country. New edition of
descriptive
pamphlets with maps, now ready and sent free to all
parts of the United States, Canada and Europe. AdO. F. DAVIS. Laud Commissioner,
dress,
U. I’. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday oi December
A. D. 1870.

At

IF

2,500,000 ACRES

a

be

O

A

TREAT,
Winterport,
last
and
WILLIAM
Frankfort,
County, deceased,

may
tale.

quali-

THE GRAND DISPLAY

Prices

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Settlers with limited

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of
Waldo:

j

find all

can

th.

the line of

In the
GREAT PLATTE VALLEY,

PROBATE NOTICES.

&

it is

as

Siiiionton Bros. & Co.

Acres

choice farming lands
the road, in the

STATE OE

Boston, Ac.
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold at
on this line.
tf25 A. HAYFORD, Supt.

A.

BRAND,

most reliable. You

Comp’y

all Stations

At

other make but the

no

lAWd <4rant Direct from file Ciovernnieat
-OE-

Railroads.
Trains over Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at
7.30 A. M., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Railroad (going East) leaving Augusta at 6 A. M., arrive at
Burnham in season to connect with Mixed Train over
Belfast and Mooscfcead Lake Railroad, arriving at Belfast at 12.10.
Stages will leave Belfast for Seareport and Stockton
on arrival of 5.45 P. M. Train from Burnham, returning
in season to connect with the 7 A.M. Train for Portland

UPON
causing

Lustre and Fineness of

Best Farming and Mineral Lands in America.

in 1847.

Light Company.

Union Pacilic Railroad

the store of Isaac Allard.

hereby given that the annual meeting of
) Silas Dillaway, late of Frankfort, in said County of
the Stockholders of this Company will be held at
aldo, deceased, having presented his final account of
the office of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on Monday, Jan. Administration on said estate for allowance.
16,1871, at 4 o’clock, in the afternoon, to act upon the
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to
following articles, viz:
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
1st. To hear the Reports of the Directors, Superin- published three weeks successively in the Republican
tendant and Treasurer,
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
2d. To choose Corporation officers for tho ensuing Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said
on the second Tuesday of January next, ut
year.
County,
3d. To act upon any other business that may properly ten
of the olock before noon, and shew cause, if any
come before this meeting.
they have, why the same should not be allowed.
Per Order JOHN H. QUIMBY, Sec y.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
2w26
A true copy, Attest—B. P, Fielp, Register, 3w24
Belfast, Jan, 4,1870,
is

Durability,

for

equal

no

ties of them at

can

At

re-

0inos25*

son.

OPEN TO BURNHAM !

▲t

Belfast Gas

plan

lwitfl

On and after Monday, Dec. 26,1870, trains will run between Belfast and Burnham as follows :
Leave Belfast, 7 A.M.; City Point, 7.12 A. M.; Brooks
7.47 A.M.; Thorndike, 8.20 A. M.; Uuity, 8.31 A.M.;
Burnham,Ar. 0A.M.; Mixed, 1,40 P. M.: 1.56 P. M.;
2.47 P. M.; 3.34 P. M.; 4.50 P.M.; 4.30 P. M.: Leave
Burnham, 5.45 P. M.; Unity, 6.11 P. M.; Thorndike, 6.22
P. M.; Brooks, 6,54 P. M.; City Point, 7.26 P, M.; Belfast
7.36 P. M.; Mixed, 9.30 A. M.; 10.10 A. M.; 10.23 A. M.;
11.08 A. M.; 11.56 A. M.; 12.14 P. M.
Passenger Train leaving Belfast at 7 A. M., connects
with Trains on Maine Central Railroad at Burnham lor
Portland, Boston, and all Stations west of Burnham, on
Maine Central and Portland and Kenncbeo Railroads.
Mixed Train leaving Belfast at 1.40, connects with
Train on Maine Central Railroad for Augusta and Skowhegan, and with Train going East for Bangor and all
Stations on Maino Central & European A North Ameri-

ALANSON

SAILED.
Sch Castell&ne, Warren, Boston.
Sch Belvidere, Penuleton, Baltimore.
Schs D. K.

a

!

ASA

Jewett, Coombs, Baltiraero;

James

where

Sublished

SHIP NEWS.

Dec. 31.

Washburn’s,

Sublished

[ Obituary notices,beyond the date, name and age,must
be

Reserved Seats 35.

Belfast <fc Moosehead Lake R. R.

At

Staples,

Commence at 8.

Apply at this office.
Belfast, Jan, 3, 1371.

860,

In Stockton, Dec. 31. by Henry S.
Hr. Otis
Ilerriinan to Mrs. Elizabeth T. Seger, both of Stockton.
In Stockton, Dec. 17, by C. S. Fletcher, Mr. Simeon
F. Ellis to Miss Hannah Perkins, both ot S.
In
Dec. 25, by Rev. A. P. Flagg, Mr. E. A.
Sproul to Miss Ellen L, Barker, both of Montville.

S*

commend them. It has

—Oi' THE—

ilespirometer

_

—

TO LET!

>'■'

MARRIED.

to

Madam Demorest,

no

as crystal, it will not soil the
Transparent
finest frbric—perfectly SAFE, CLEAN and EFFICI
ENT
desideratums LONU SOUGHT FOR AND
FOUND AT LAST I
It restores and prevents the Hair from becoming Gray
Imparts a solt, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, is
cool and refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from
falling off, and restores it to a great extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptiong, and unnatural Heat.
AS A DRESSING FOR THE HAIR IT IS THE BEST ARTICLE
IN THE MARKET.
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton Junction, Mass.
Prepared only by PROCTER BRO I HERS, Gloucester,
Mass. The Genuine is put up in a panuel bottle, made
expressly for it, with the name of the article brown in
the glass. Ask your Druggist for Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take no other.
AGp-Euclose a three cent stamp, and send for “Treatise
on the Human Hair,” which is worth $500.00 to any
per-

WHEREAS, my wife Lucy W. Allenwood, has
left ray bed and board, without any just provocation,
this is to caution all persons against harboring or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no debts of her
OSCAR F. ALLENWOOD.
contracting.
3w26*
Belmont, Dec. 31, 1870.

past
prison
expenditures.
prison

Mrs. Gates and Mrs. James. Mrs Gates—Good
morning, Mrs. James. How well you are looking;
far better than when I saw you last.
Mrs. James—Oh yes; I am much better than I
have been for a long time, and I am now on my
way for more of my favorite medicine Plantation
Bitters. One bottle of it is worth all the doctors iu
the world. No more doctors for me.
Mrs. Gates—Noarly every one speaks well of
Plantation Bitters, and I have a miud to try it myself. The fact is, I have no appetite, strength or
energy for anything. Mary and Lizzie are in the
same way, and lounge about the house all day
long, good for nothing.
Mrs. James.—My word for it, Mrs. Gates, just
let them try Plantation Bitters moderatoly three
times a day and you will see a wonderful improvement.

17

d

a

and clear

pleasing Comedy

B

Performance

Reserved Seats tor sale at
of the Hall may be seen.

—

lyrlOsp

1

fel

Colley’s Books,

SHREW.

Admission 25 Cents.

Androscoggin
rails,
lay

something

N

Doors open at 11-4.

gauge.

earnings

M

I

Harper’s

Concluding with the laughable Farce of the

captain

proposed

G°A

H

LAC SULPHUR—No
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITHBazar,
ARGE—No NITRATE OF SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other and all the Fashionable critics
Hair Preparations.

Jan, 6,1871

Eye.,

<1

P
Contains

HONEYMOON,

May,

Article
mate,
charges that Holden did, on the ily, together
2d of August, 1870, in the County of (grange,
perished
in defiance of the Constitution and under
Park,
coloi of his office, incite one John Hunnicutt port,
clung
pieces
and others to seize, detain and deprive of his
wreck,
day
picked
liberty Josiali Turner, Jr., a citizen of that by
brig
county, tor ten days.
disaster,
barque
Article t charges that Ilolden did, on the
topsails only,
captain
1st of August, 1870, in the County vaf Casstanding by
and
one
command
well, incite, procure
squall,
suddenly
George W. Kirk and one. B. G. George, and
other desperate persons, to assault and deprive of their liberty as freemen, John Kerr,
rigging
Samuel II. Hill, William B. Bowo and
Nathaniel M. Roan for one month and more.
portion
Article f> charges that Holden, in the by
immediately
water-spout,
months of June, July and August last, did,
of
his
under color
office, recruit, organize,
arm and equip a
large number of men as
soldiers, with one George W. Burke as Colonel, one li G. Bergen as Lieutenant-Colonel,
and one II. 0. Rates as Major, and sundry
having
given
Captains and Lieutenants, and sent such
continually
bands into the County of Alamance, whore
gales,
they arrested one Adolphus G. Moore; said
Moore made due application to the ChiefCod,
having
sufferings
Justice of the Supreme Court of the State, as
prolonged
by law he might do, for a writ of Habeas
Neptune,
Corpus, to the end that the said Chief Justice
of the Suremo Court might enquire into such
gratifying,
unlawlul detention; the Chief-Justice issued
reported
making
the writ; the writ was served on the 17th
day of July, 1870, and Kirk refused to make might
return before the
Chief-Justice* declaring
that h(> was acting under the orders of W.
W Ilolden, upon which the Judge made enquiry of Holden if he had ordered the arrest
They
and detention of said Moore, to which said
\Portdays,
having
Holden responded in the affirmative; whereupon the Chief-Justice wrote in substance,
to the said Hidden and Kirk that they were
Managing
in duty bound to produce the body of the
Brydges,
said Moore, to which, Ilolden again replied
cooperate
that he did so order, and still refused to obey
proposed
ing
the said writ.

sale in
ewM

BELFAST AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION, will pre8ent at

HAYFORD HALL, Friday

•d

PM
P
<J
ti

LIBRARY!

with new Scenery and Costumes, the
In three acts, entitled the

M

3j

The

Article 1 charges that W. W. Ilolden, did,
put
parallel
in defiance of his oath of office, and intending
to
and
and
humilcivil
war
to stir up
degrade
land,
week,
stay
iate the people of the State, proclaim the
party.
county of Alamance to be in a state of insurproceed
rection on the Till of March, 18(19; that he
Greenland,
sent bands of desperate, lawless, and armed
supply
men into said county, numbering 80, when
Straits,
dogs
there was not, in truth, any insurrection,
Esquimaux;
Bay
which the said Holden well knew, whereby
westward, through
Island;
he was guilty of high crimes in office.
Sound,
Article 2 charges that Ilolden, intending
sailing
possible
to subvert personal and civil liberty, the Conspent twenty
stitution and laws of the State and people
regions,
thereof, did likewise declare the county of
pole
Caswell in a state of insurrection on the 8th 1872,
stay
of July 1870; did, by desperate and lawless
armed bodies, arrest and detain citizens by
military force, when the said Holden know
the civil authorities both of the State and
Barque Tkovatore,
by revolving tempest
county were peacefully and regularly exer- ported
cised "in all respects, the courts being open
December,
water-spout
and the due administration of the laws unin- Capo Spartimcnto,
forty

Messina,

BEAVER MOHAIR.

IN AID OF A

The articles of impeachment of Governor
Commitbeing hand. When a Lobster shakes hands Ilolden, submitted by the Judiciary
witli von, you always know when il lakes hold, tee of the North Carolina IIouso of RepreHALL’S ARCTIC EXPEDITION.
and all' exceedingly pleased when it gets done. sentatives, and approved by that body, are
New York, Dec. 28.
They have small features and lay no claim to good eight in number. They are quite long, and
looks. When they locomote. they resemble a small
the
arctic explorer, in his
in
about
throe
if
Ilall,
full,
would
Captain
printed
occupy,
are
boy shuttling oil' in his father's bools. They
The following is a lecture at Brooklyn last night said he should
this
of
columns
paper.
backward, very. They even go ahead backwards.
start on his third
about the 1st of

pair

eight, for

on

suit.

than the celebrated

B. A. X>. J3L.

Monday, Jan. 2,1871.
New York and Vermont
BUTTER—We quote
butter at 3Ga38c per lb, with a few sales of fall made lota
at a little higher figure; fair to good do 28a32c; common
25c; inferior 18a22c; bakers’13al4c; Canada 20a30c for
common to choice, and Western roll at 25a28c per lb.
CHEESE—We quote line flavored rich factory cheese
at 16c; do dairy 15a 15 l-2c; line to good factory at 12 1-2
al5c; fine to good dairy 10al3c; common do UalOc per lb.
ECUS—The market Is v ry dull, and 36c is all the best
lots of Eastern will bring, while limed Eggs are dull at
any price. There have been sm all sales at 25c, but there
are holders who would be glad to accept an otfer of 20c

A Look Ahead.

to

sums

PRODUCE MARKET.
line

spondent

BUY NO OTHER

Belfast, Wednesday, Jah. 4,1871.
lOtoll
Flour,
$7.00 to 11.00 Round Hog,
Corn Meal,
1.00 to 1.08 Clear Salt Pork,
$23 to 24
0 to 8
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
8 to 10 TO CALIFORNIA AND ALL POINTS
l.OOtoO.OO Lamb per lb,
Rye,
20to22
95 to 100 turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
14
to 17
65 to 70 Chickens, per lb
WEST AND SOUTH.
Barley,
20 to 00
2.00 to 2 75 Ducks, per lb,
Beans,
VIA
15 to 18
Marrowfat Peas,1.00 to 1.25 Geese,
$18 to 20 BOSTON, NEW
55 to «o Hay per ton,
Oats,
FORK,
85 to 90 Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Potatoes,
PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURG),
35 to 40
10 Washed Wool,
8 to
Dried Apples,
25 to 30
50 to 00 Unwashed Wool,
ALBANY, BUFFALO.
Cooking, do.
40
to
00
Pullod
40
30
to
Wool,
Butter,
NIAOARI falls,
7 1-2 to 00
20 to 00 Hides,
Cheese,
DUNKIRK, SALAMANCA,
10 2-3 to 00
30 to 33 Calf Skins,
Eggs,
50to $1
00 Sheep Skins,
13 to
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, Ac.
Card,
to
00
8 Wood, hard,
$0.00
oto
Beof,
THROUGH TICKETS,
to
00
1.00
soft,
$4.00
75
to
Wood,
Applcs,Baldwin,
4 to 5 For Sale at GREATLY REDUCED RATES, at
10 to 00 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
$8 to 10
8 to 10 | Straw,
Dry Cod,
WASHBURN’S BOOKSTORE.

buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for the
water-closet or common privy, and places within reach
of all, rich and poor, in town and In the country, a simple means for providing, in the house, a oomfortable private closet, affording oomtort, neatness and health.
Prices $0 to $35. Send for Circulars to
to

t R A

'Earth Closet

Co,
19 DOANB ST.

Sf.creoy and Certain Relief.
Iyrl7

Railroad Notice.

Df

^AR*-

BOSTON.

lyrll

stockholders of the penobscot
BAGGAGE!
Bay and River Railroad Company are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of said Company will be
A Trunk marked S. G. CLARK A CO., from the
holden at the Coart Hoaie in Belfast, on Monday, Steamer
City of Richmond, remaind in the storehouse
Jan. Dth, 1871, at 10 o’clock A. M., for the election of in Belfast. The owner is
requested to prove property
Directors and for the purpose of transacting any other and take the 6ame away.
Apply to
basiness legally coming before said meeting.
CYRUS PATTERSON.
Belfast, Dec. 21, 1870.
H.

The

UNCLAIMED

Stockton, Dec. 24,

1870.

HARltlMAN, Secretary.

3w24

Camden Herald please copy

THEFEATHER
NTachine!
Cleansing
-oIS IN OPERATION NEAR TUE POST OFFICE.
Order. m*y be left with
4. I». JBEANf.
4w2S*
BclfMt, Dee. 28,

,

tons
n. m.

o.

FISHING VESSELS FOR SALE.

The Schooner lftlfflilnnd Lass, abont
87 tons o. m., the Sohooner Victory, 68
m„ and the Schooner Uttlo Annie, 20 tons
The above vessels are ill first-rate order.

CHARLES EATON.
Green’s Landing, Deer Isle, Dec, 20,1870,
4w25

4

THE DEAD,

WITH

l>ii:i.LK

m

The

THOMPSON.

.i'iin::. !’m close to your lied.
M;
My hand i- still laid on your brow.
i«
«•!
that love's magic forever lias lied,
i !
: i must resign
you, inv bemitiful dead.

\*i

And my lilt

all desolate now.

reins

'lilv ! murmured your name,
\iei wljispi red, “Leona is here/’
Ait.!
.1.*. 1 and
longed, but no soft answer came.
And ;e* living response did the ley lips frame.
Ami my heart string is quivering with fear.
>■»

I ; mi bael: the clustering hair
Win
my lingers so often have strayed,
i rain tremulous kisses on forehead so fair,
:■ ami my !.>\c going out in the prayer

\'
:

l'hat

mv

lips and my spirit have made.

i'll, speak to
<>i
iii

M

me.

le

darling,

lill your
listing glance that

more

ti

iim

once more!
eyes to my face,

it ik!

so

blessed me of

Ex-President’s Opinion of
Grant.

Democrats need

President

hardly express
opinion
their own, now-a-days, about President
Grant and the Radical managers, for they can
an

ot

so many pungent opinions expressed by
Grant & Co. of one another.
In another place we refer to Grant's opinion of Sumner, as stated by the Washington

find

correspondent of the Gazette, while below
we give Ex-President Johnson’s
opinion oi

find it in a letter from Greenville, Tennessee, to the Commercial. Johnson was interviewed with the following reCarthage
sult as to Grant and his message:
Grant,

as we

itUANT AND ITIS MKSSAOK.

smile that to greet me you

1 presume that ii is generally known that
Johnson does not like Gram, and that Grant
I thrilled at your loving embrace.
does not waste any love on Johnson. The
im lei ! th'.lie** of your hand.
unpleasantness arose some time ago, when
Hear >our voice in it- sweet melody;
Johnson accused Grant of prevaricating, lie
li
.e mure of that home in the
morning-lit land, sticks
to it that he caught him in a falsehood
} tiu cros< ovi r the “beautiful strand."
i a\ in-.1 ime and it- trials to in*.-.
and thinks that he will tell an untruth as
quick as a truth to subserve his ends
All 11«»11 in the darkness t weep,
I asked him what be Ihought of Grant's
Ibit you bee* 1 not mv tears as they fall:
I
L*-*m; wiio calls, but you slumber ho deep,
message.
!
d only the ang* Is ran awaken your sleep.
"Well,” replied lie, “it’s about the weakest
'■•ml I
i. .i hear their soft call.
document that was ever under I ho neeecssity
! "Mii d —iii
of being called a State paper. In fact, it is
whisper comes low,
I !.* t1
-»li summer wind through the trees, no State
paper. It is as weak as water.
A o-l i
-1 i.
.t• ti I he faint murmurous flow
There is not a point in it. You can’t tell halt'
’! il
me
:d w mds
are rippling so low,
the time what lie is driving at, and it is doubtU 'i
mv s
it
fanned by the breeze
fill it' he knows himself. I see that a groat
*.iI
v\
ll'-'i « m augeN* while
wings
are condemning
>
d'r*• a;
lie
dm-breathing garden.-d* above; ; many Republican journals
The fact is, they arc tired of Grant. The
•<!
ii
iiloajs, o'er my broken heart- it.
drum
intelligent men of the party don’t know what
V
v ba» k the dim curtain
llings. to do with him. It would gratify them much
And -h ■'
a- ihe form that I love.
if he would resign, but lie won't. So far
< Mi. 11 iein
ol my youth's happy hours !
from resigning, lie's working and intriguing
oh. !"V- of my lifr's, later years!
for a second term. lie. will never get it. ibv
-1 now. in those heaveHly bovvers,
is no more lit for a I’resident than a goose,
tin •:'
•! h: v w p|e<ined and crow noil you
lie has got no ability—nothing but a little
VV il !l How el-.,
low cunning. His cunning is of poor sort;
l.m ini>i. I smile through mv tears.
it is mean cunning. I b- never had ail original
I hit th* nd
from life's river will rise
idea in his life, lie it an insignificant little
\ id dd* th dear vision from v ievv,
d1
il! in th- id. dm vv 11 * n no echo replies,
fellow, a bundle of personal piques,potty spites
v
*i' lli- -lawn to transfigure tin'skies,
and prejudice. He is as selfish as the days
\ nd, light me o'er lowland to you
are long.
He used the highest oiliee in the
gift of the people to advance his private ends,
A KiSS AT
and those of his family, and intrigue for a
JHE DOOR.
second term, lie knows a little something
•.
-'and.a ia tIn* doorwav
about horses, but lias Hotbrains enough to
■'I v tittle will ami 1
make a tirst-class horse-jockey, if turned out
rol.lra siiu upon her hair
rli »1 ow11 mi silently.
to the business,‘although that is about all he
\
'nail while haul upon my arm.
is lit for.
If wc are to have a liorse-joekei
W h it
mill I ask for more.
for the highest oiliee in the land, we ought to
1 Ini
i'
kindiy .vdaife of lovinir eva
have a good one.
Am she ki--••d me at the d<>01?
“Grant’s coming to the surface is the re•' i" *w "b<
wilii all her heart
sult of mi accident; nay, it is the accident of
I i- "ii.- wii stau1T 1'*si11 (*!
an accident.
You ma\ search history from
i the Veal'v h't\r been mi) joyolls
N
u
ili-si i !•;. Ini her bride!
the foundation of the world to the present,
A
I, ,.|
ijim li of happim-v
and you will not find a ease like his —a man
'.\
m* ;
ii
ear> before,
who rose solely by the power of accident.
i Hi tin* happiest time of all was
In the boiling cauldron of war, the scum
when In* kissed me at the iloor.
1 ises to the
In the bubbling olV lie
top.
ho
im
for wealth of land or gold,
came up from the bottom, and ran otf, as
i
.mi
r matehlesM
power
si-uni a’ways will, or we should never have
I
!i »| y ivr tin* happuies.
H .m t om- little hour
heard ot hull. 15\ a series of accidents he
\\ iiii "ii who io'. <■*>' me as tier life—
rose to the command of his
army, lie was
ay- --lie 11 \ e me more—
the creature of a peculiar combination of cirbi
; iii"U"!'t slit- dip this morn
!

a:nr

t

w on

1

1

••

■

1

■

■

1

■

■

consciousness that they had done their duty,
lint while Cunny was away lrom the graveyard with his captors at Carthage, the negroes, who undoubtedly have been trained
up in the detcstible business by Old Cunny to
tbe point of absolute perfection, returned to
the graves, hooked the subjects out, put them
in sacks, and awaited the return of the evil
genius, lie not long allerward made his
appearance with his wagon, having thrown
his captors off the scent by going back in the
direction of the city. After they had dispersed lie cautiously returned to the burial
ground and secured his load, after all. It is
fair to presume that he made the medical fraternity pay an ample amount of interest on
the investment he made in drinks for the

■

*•

no,

o'-n

Ii-

Liwi|

111.;

at

the door.

m*'

■'

cumstances

A SPECIALTY!
The best assortment in
vary from

$*7

Belfast,prices
The latest

$40.

to

be found in Stock.

can

As many customers have been
Washington dispatch states that the fact
to light that early in 186!) the com| tnander of the 17. S. steamer Nipsic, then at
to send away for a nice ar-;
| i’ort au Prince, was directed by the Secretary obliged
of the Navy, at the request of the President,
we are determined to keep j
to make a thorough investigation as to the tide,
condition of San Domingo, politically, finanand sell j
cially, and otherwise, with a view to negoti- them constantly in stock,
ate a treaty for the purchase of that country.
This officer, Commander Selfridge, carried them at cheaper rates than they can !
instructions very fully, and made a
j out hiswritten
report to the President, giving be obtained in Boston or New York.
long
come

NETTING,

iiclu Mbertisemciits
DON’T WASTE TIME AND LABOR
l»r usiii” up mi old A\i*. Semi $1.50 to LIPL'IN
(H)TT & liA.lv 14 WKLL, Pittsburgh,
and they will
solid a tip-top Axe, Kxpressure paid. Half a day lost
in grinding will thus be saved.

USE THE

jtKUJ

IOvDp!

VEGETABLE

LM«%4HI

107/

i

BAWAM»iOI V*

o!<l standard remedy lor Coughs, Colds. Consumption. ‘'Nothing better.” Ci: 1 urn 15nos. k Co„ Boston.
The

Removes
to the skin.

ri»ss

Sent

hair in It vo minutes, without
mail lor $1.25,

I

* ast 11.11 \ ( i ki;

Relieves most, violent paroxysms in jive minutes and clients a speedy cure, Price $2 by mail.

THE JAPANESE HAIR STAIN
Colors the whiskers and lair a beautiful bj.a. k or
It consists ot null/ one preparation, 75 cents
i;uow\.
by mail. Address S. <1 1*11 AM. No. 721 Jayne Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. Circ liars sent free. Sold by all Drug-

gists.

!

DISK ASKS OF THE URINARY ORGANS,
L lutlamiuation of the Kidneys, Inflammation of the
Bladder, or any atfeetious that interfere with the fuue
tions ot these organs always cause great pain and weakness in the small of the back and loins,
To relieve this,
a diuretic medicine is necessary.

\

a.Y

Dr.

Sargent’s Backache Pills

lew all the
i t h of ‘'old,

-ins 1

■

1 ■

Agents!

Read This!

WE

NEW

A

CARD.

Independent

Line !

Bt\(.OB & BOSTON.

Let.

!", 'L O1'

that

quacks,

who will say

IS

ONLY

or

do

on no

account

can

anything,

even

ADVERTISING

them

T

hand

<m

and Varied assortment,

so

:i

Larye

that each

customer earned, foil to lie sailed in

Price, Quality

an

l

Style.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R,
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.
attention •>! persons making investment ot
money is called to the above very desirable security
The Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, interest in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed ot tin
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount ot these bonds to be issued
Is limited to one hundred and fitly thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees
that it is a portion <»t the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present u
better or safer security.
These bonds are iow oiiored tor sab* on liberal terms.
\V. I COLHUICN, Treasurer.
Apply to
Belfast June 1, ICO.
i;tt

TRUNKS!!

RAII.KOAl)

TRUNKS
In all

Varieties and
IN

Till:

CITY

Styles,

Or

HRLFAST, tin* west skit* of Fhenlx Row, over Black's
Straw Factory.
These Truuks arc ottered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in lloston.
1 hoy are warranted to suit,
thunks anil Valises made
to order.
IK i: P I 1 IK I
\ E.
W. I*.

HFKRII 1

1870.

& CO.
11^2

every

can

tastes in Price anil

that
—

—■

This woil-known remedy does not dry
up a Cough and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most
preparations; but it loosens ami cleanses the lungs, ami allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the roiuuluhit
SF.TH W. FOWLK A SON, Proprietor*. lloston
Sold
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

their

Style.

No. l:*> Main Street:,

TnSHIHG VESSEL FOB SALE.
ifhooner Menator, .15 tons, o.ui.
a very good vessel in e\
ery respect. Well
found in Sails and Rigging, has lM fathoms new cable.
Will be sold very low.
|;. |:. CARDNKK
u FS
Hucksport, Me.
—.--

There you will lind the Largest and Best assortment
(aud the cheapest prices,) to select from In the eltv
Custom work done In the Latest Style, and ot the best
stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairing dime in the
best manner and at Short Notice.
H2F U O M E A XI) ,V E E .jr®
Belfast, Nov. 15,1870.
tfltf
H. H.

FORBES

IlirskHI's

Millie Salve
c r u i: s

b i

ii

s:

Riysipela*. ScaUl Head, Ringworms, Fleers, Burns Salt
Rheum, Chillblalns, Scalds, Pimple* Blotches, Frosted
Fimbs, Inflamed Ryes, Files, and all Kruptions
| the
Skin. Also
good lor Scratches
or

on

horses.

Money Refunded.

Kor sale hy all Druggists ami
country stores.
K. 11. IIIKSKEl.l.,
Proprietor, Itangnr
t. l.oodtvln & Co.,

Wholesale Agents,;;*

th.

id.ilt-

.,

auu

jewuuur, otufloi

sm ur

roi:

is

It I

ion cel ess

■

no.

I'roprietor,

T ■ O

Y

it

*

Savings

D“SK,ssr;;SsX^,i’S|,‘i
'.'JXSLSSSSI “*"«.. i. ,C.
"Pr’i? r„T.‘r.d

JOHN'if l l

J

EdhtsV;

MItv

V

“

Sa»"!',:*V
A!iA

.M AM 1 Al 'l

J

Room, Iron, 9
hto li A.M.
'AUNt h Pres,.

SPENCER &

I

MOST
j

Natural,
'they

Of'KICI',

II

a r / a n r

AVI-OKI. l-.I.OCK,

u’

Ai tiilei.il

Pond
by tin
K. ||. HKPPIMAN.
tin

AMERICAN

HOUSE

B K LPAST,

J. C. ROBBINS informs hi friends and
the public that he lias leased the above well
known establishment, where he oilers entertainment to the travelling public.
He will thorough renovate the bouse, make
improvements and every way contorui to modern needs.
I be table will be supplied w ith all the delicacies that
can be procured.and
special attention given to order and
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the
city take their departure
from this house. Coaches run regularly to the
boats,
and guests conveyed to any part ot tin
city or
Belfast, May 10, 1570.
up

A LECTURE

I’u/Jisltci/, in

V(>UN(r

>

Sealed

a

rnrelojm.

/‘ri

Nature, Treatment

Si>i-riuatorrlm'ii,or.Sfiidiial

MKN.

1

&. Radical

Wunkmvs

Involun-

Hoi SANDS.

Sent, under seal, to any address, in a plain -ruled «n
velope, on the receipt of Mx cents, or two post stamps
Also, Dr. ( u Ivor well’s “Marriage t.unl.
in i..
on.Aildress the Publishers,
(

lluHery.

lfe»

i y is

IK. (

M.

HAS. .1. r. ivt.iM \ ci>.
1 url*. Post (Min e |to\ .§

OOPEIK is still at
II A M S &

( ( m

t

evi

know

he old ..land

.d

>i*| t:

where lie will

keep constantly on bnda ..I
-»rt
l.uiuliri, Omeuf.
ime
Saint .«•.<!
also Corn, Flour and <roeeries.
1 hunktul tor past tu\ <rs he
respectfully s•»1 h it- a con
tinuance of the same.
M
r.MHii:
lh lfast Feb. lo
;t ;

Tlio Seientitlc

l’rlnciplo

w

hoy

are

jTHFIU

Mounted in the Finest Manner,
the be

ot

t quality, ot all materials used tor
that purpose.

FINISH AND DU It ABILITY

I

It!

SI lil’ASSF.l).

1H»N. None genuine unless bearing thell tn*d'.I imped on every tiaiue.

«'Al
m.Mi k

for

IIELIMNT, Nittur.
Iren, whom liny ran only If obtained.
I hear good.
O
not tmiddi. d to 1'eilK ra, at any i rue.
ly,-,o

GET THE BEST.
Him.Ii * A rg<*iitiu«‘ Hair IR» «*, long and iavor
ably known to the public, stands peerless and unrivalled,
it is the bt st, 11uiek• -f, cheapest, the most natural, durable, harmless and illerttial lluii l>ye in the world. It
colors hail or whi.-lo r- brown or lllaek instantaneously
and gives lb.-m a perieetly natural appearance, and Is uu
atteinleil with any injurioii- etled. Regular puckHgt
with In u.-h and sponge complete, only $].'*>. tiK.l). (
(KMildY |,N \ CO. Sold by all druggists.
ttinosl :

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
For Diseases of tho Throat and i.uugi,
such ns Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.
never before m the whole hi.-vtuy of
won ho widely and .-.odivj.i.
upon the eonlidenee of mankind, us this ewvlhn.
for
remedy
pulmonary complaint*. Through a lot,,
series of years, and among moat of the race*
men it has risen higher and higher in their estiuia
Its uuihnoi
tion, as it has become belter known
character and power to cure the various atlei lion.)
oi the lungs and throat, have made it know n as a
<
liable protector against them.
While adapted i.i
milder forms of disease and to young hildrcn, 11 i»
at the same time the most effectual remedy that c.ui
he given for incipient consumption, ami the dan
gei oils affections of the throut and lungs. \i a pi
vision against sudden attacks of i ruitjt. 11 should
be kept on hand in every family, and indeed a- ill
are sometimes subject to colds and <
,01
should In* prov ided vvuli this antidote lor them
Although settled Coasuaintion is thought to
curable, still great numbers oi cases where the >ti,
ease seemed settled, have been
completely cur* d,
and the patient restored to sound health bv the
f lu rry I’rrforul.
So Complete in iti mnsti
over tin* disorders of the
Lungs and Throat, ii. n
tlie most obstinate <*f them yield to it. W In n mob
mg el e could reai h them, under the Cherry \
turn! they sub t.le ami disappear.
Siugrrs amt Cabin- Spta/urs iiud great pio
fcdum from it.
tsthma i- always relieved and often wholly
cured by it.
ilronrhitis us generally cured bv
taking the
r hrrry Cretorui m .mall and
frequent lose-.
*s<> generally ur- its virtues known
that we need
n
publish the certnlcates of them here, 01 do mole
’.li.m assure the
public that its qualities a>o tultyJ

Probably

medicine, ha any thing

ougii',

maintained.

<1

t,r

poi30n8ina^iriUUS'

Simonton Bros. & Co. I
You will find

riumiHs nml Woolens.
at IMvc.cl Pries.

'•ought early

quently

can

These

g..

in the
season,
he sold

cheaper than they

ean

Ayer's Ague Cure,
niV^;,./.."r|10d,',C1*1,
all tho
Ld,'»eed

*1*

wero

sss

Bilioua favor, *c

affections
^arsti, or

which arise
uiiaamatio

its name implies, it does Carr, and does not
ontainingneither Arsenic. Quinine, BUmnri.
muany other mineral or poisonous substum e
whatever, it in nowise injures any patient. Him
• umber
and iinoortance «•!' its cures in the ague di-»
ti/
are literally beyond account, and we
believe
w ulioul a
parallel in the history ot Ague medicine
°l|r pride is gratified by the acknowledgments we
receive of the radical cures effected in obstinate
* ase i, and u here other remedies had w
holly foiled
l na< climated persons, eitbei resident m
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be ».io
tected bv taking the UK #•; cl UK
daily
K.H I in-,- <
i„f, arkiuB Iiom
tt.rt.Mitv
..1 (1
l.n. r, 11 m mi fxivUi>nt
iviiik.v iiiiimiiiiiiin
^
the l-wei into
A

1.0!.
/•in

<

••

conse-

1.1

ItijimiH

healthy activity

Ilismil.'in aiiil

i.ivw|«inu

111 per cent.
he

u

lin'i, :ii,
an consti ucUd brings tlie core or coutre
I the h i,- directly in trout ol tin
y« producing a dead
•ml distinct s mion, as iu the natural, healthy sight, and
pie'.euting all unplea-.nit -eu-atious, rich us gIlium• nl
mg ami \\ a\ering ol sight. dizziness, Ike. peculiar to ail
I other- in use.
in

...

-e

tary emissions, Sexual I >ef.l!iiy, and lm|iedimen!s lo
'*t riage generally ; N rvomin
•, (’ousumpt ion,
Fpllep■*) ami I- its ; Menial ami Physical Incapacity resulting
from Sell-Abuse, &c.
P.y ICO I IKK I* .1 < t 1,\1 KWl I I
M. 1 >., Author ot tlte “(ireen P.ook,” &c.
1 ho world-renowned author, in this admirable l.ecture
clearly proves from his own expei i«ne.* that the awful
consequences of Selt-Ahuse may he effectually removed
without medicines, and without dangerous
surgical
operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordials,
pointing out a mode ol cure at once certain ami elhvum!
by which every Huth rer, no matter what his condition
may be, may cure himseli cheaply, privately, and radi
cully. 1 II IS u;t 1UU1-: Will. PKo\ la \ p,t>ON |..

Tliol .SANDS AND

e

1

country!

l&M

tin- human c)

ISAAC A I ,1jAI? I ).
Optician, is Sole Agent

m

by

PERFECT,

help to

Jeweler and

iaising hull,
f.i%cr|M»ol
A at Cargo
Simpson’s Wharf, Pelt.of, lor sale cheap

subscriber.
Belfast, May 10, 1;C0.

Y„

brilliancy.

Salt for Sale.
l

N

CO

are

AN NO i

Belfast, Maine.

l'.Y

ground under their own supervision, frwui
slal Pebbles, melted together, and derive their
minute t
uano
bianiond, on account ut' their huldncaS und

I

<to try }!/•: /. i. i:n a- a rronxi-: i

III- I»

W Iiii'li are now otlered to lIn* public, aie pronounced
all the eelebi:iteit «‘pticians ol tin World to be the

y

ii

Mr

Hanover
SWAN Ik CO., having purchased the
.Street, lloston, Mass.
Price aft cents per u0x.
lyr'l
Storehouses aud Wharf of H, J. ANan
entire
new
opening
stock
Belfast
consisting In part of the following articles.
BankCOKN
OUANPLATED SUOAK, JAVA COFFEE
NOW IS THE TIME TO
*•
rLOUR, CObhkK
DEPOSIT.
UK)
*•
HAVANA
PORK,
JAPAN TEA
"A
saved
is
a penny earned.”
BEEF,
penny
ST.JAGO
OOLONOLAUD,
MUSCOVADO
KATS1NS
It.

CUTTER SIBl.fcy

"ii

Chicago, 111.

! In lraun-

A

are now

A.

Y

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

NOTICE.

TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, ft”
A full and complete assortment of
Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call aud
examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,

1

■

hlcb tl.e counUy
o,, r the main sptlng
«

-,

TETTER! TETTER!! TETTER!!!

Warranted to Cure

Belfast, May 1,18f-9.

«.

^

meni

Isyour

and. Rubbers.

..

■

Uuri'ol

the BEST AND CHEAPEST PLACE TO BUV

Jk.,

II

A Lecture on the

In-

©hoe ©tore!

WILLIAM
Stores,
DERSON,

n

Dr, Dow has no doubt had greater experience m the
ot diseases ot women than any other physician in
Poston.
Hoarding accommodations lor put ients who may w i.-h
to stay in Poston a few days under his tr« atinrnt.
Dr. Dow, since Lsf», tia\ ing onlim .1 hi- wbide «i ten
tion to ati office practice tor the cure ot Pi i\ ate I n•
and female Complaint-. uckm>o 1-d-<-m i,, -mp.i mi ,n
the Lniteit States.
All letters must contain on. d<.b.,r ,i
N. P.
y
will not be answ ered.
Office hours from s v. m. to .*
m.
;
Poston, July
l.s;o.

Just

II. H. FORBES

Boots,. Shoes

I

’*

gratify

|

DU. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Kmlicotl
street, Poston, Is consulted daily tor all •!. .« as». iiu idmt
t«» the female system.
Prolapsus teri or lulling ot tin
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and othei M> nstnial
Derangements, are all treated »m m\v patbologicat
principles, and speedy rebel guaranteed in a very tew
days. So invariably certain i- tile new mode ot treat
ment. that most obstinate complaints yield under ii
and the atllicted person soon rejoices in perlect health.

®eaBar T<

Dress Goods.
customer

ii

Yluine,

KACJLJ.lTl I'AS.

Have commenced tin* Manufacture ot

Co.,

so

V

I

$1

1.IH1 !fc.

JT.

order to avail themselves ot

In

Belfast, April

Stock,

«

Yor

will.

..mr

Money Cannot Buy

1

L

Mail

ttf.o

WM. P. BURRILL & CO..

voice of Fall and Winter

is in

l>y

cts.

ot

TRUNKS I

..

variety

u.i

unit

rill IK

TUB

great

Phltn-ic,

cure

A First (Hass Investment.

—

A

HliU

;thf: diamond glasses,
keep constantly

Eudicott St. Boston, Mass.

new

Kl>, May

PATKN'l

r

are
very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy aud confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail aud Express to all parts ot t ic
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
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Phthisic !

the most Distressing ca.ot l'lith.-ic m a lew ni
inhaled with tin- breath, it goes directly t the
ami air Cells, amt relief is immediate and certain.

Price

them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained iu their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained tor
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or “fraction of it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It. is thus that many
are deceived, also, aud spend large amounts for
experiments with quackerv,
DR. DIX’S

Have received
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f.eti.re,

worthle.s
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BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the lile aud health of others, there are those among

Siiiioiiton Bros. &

bale by U. fliiHvfii,

Phthisic!

YOUR

WATERPROOFS |

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
N OST R U M-MA K ERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and gives it
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrummaker, equally Ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects iu
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the laud; but, alas ! nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians.

to

or

l.KWIS’ IN1I ALAN

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommend
atious ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot
expose
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and
plums
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
Ac., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but now
known to
kill more than Is cured,” aud those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
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Ail letters requiring advice must
insure an answer.
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For sale hy the trail, generally.
business card
that tie- words, Mam.
certiiicute ol genuineness trom those oi whom yon purchase, and see

1 y r34

AFFLICTED AND
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
whiknow little ol the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming aud
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other
byrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express
purpose
ot removing all diseases, such as
debility, weakness, un
natural suppressions,enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharges which flow from a morbid state of tbe blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his
peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ol the
female sex, aud they are respectfully invited to call at
»« 'll EBdlentt Street. Ilosluu

;l

<

acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
long experience, practice,and observation.

LADIES.—The celebrated DU, L, DIX
particularly invites all Ladles who need a Medical vr
Surgical adviser, to call at his Kooms, cl Eiulicott St.,
Boston, Muss,, which they will liud arranged lor their
special accommodation,
DU. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treatment ol all diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this couu
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practic
loners In the sale, speedy and effectual treatment ot all
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STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and native
more
numerous in Boston than in other
quacks,
large
cities,
DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
ouaiiy ol whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
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Insure an answer.
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in t roat men t of Special Diseases, a tact so we]
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Uote
Proprietors, &e., that he is much recommended, and particularly to
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hesitate applying at his office.
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PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
IIrs«t,Ho«tuii, itlaifi,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Mo. *21, hav
ing no connection with Ms residence, consequently no

family interruption,
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Their effects and consequences
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WATCH CO.,
UNITED STATES
LANE,

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
nil.

&_CO^MARION,

GILES, WALES & CO.,

Yv lid. BE FORFEITED BY Dh. L. D1X
I tailing to oure in less time than unv
other physician, more effectually anil permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure tu all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
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all the facts which had come under his observation, and concluding by expressing his
judgment that the purchase of the San Domingo portion of the island would be a constant source of trouble to the country, and
TWINES &
in no respect whatever advisable. This reMANUFACTURED RY
was
never
but
to
see
port
permitted
light,
quietly suppressed by the officials in whose
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
hands it was, for fear that it would prove disastrous to the annexation scheme.
dm id
ftalliuaort*.
4®-Scnd for Price-List.

"He rose to the top in the general turmoil have been thoroughly tested for the past thirty-eight
world,
then throwing up. The rebellion would have years, and pronounced the most efficient diuretic ever
V. I ii all il
we a
discovered. They are purely vegetable and contain no
fern suppressed without him.
He was an in- mercury. Sold
I
m
mall and Jioor indeed
by druggists, Sent by mall on receipt of
<
cident
to
the
I
box.
w
with
I
—like
a
hat
bold !
111par
struggle
baggage-wagi m price, 50 els. per<^;Oll(4E
A. KELLEl.
v |j ii tin ehuids bam' :'riill and dark,
t*'t‘ example
A baggage-wagon had a part
W holenale Druugbt,
1 old*.’ think the more
to perform, but without the war sentiment
28 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
< >:
on
who waits t lie romin" t■
mid patriotism in the North, i! could have
tv l- iif it 1 hr door.
i
done nothing. Neither could Grant. livery
I f In live till a *e shall -ratter
thing was furnished him that he wanted. His
i:i b o-t up mi la
head
armies
largely outnumbered the rebels. I
! !■
v.
ill 'll love me just tile sallli*
\
Ii*■ mornin \\v w n- vv-d
J'-Very engine of war was placed at bis disI i'm ! !f ainre's all her.
posal. The rebellion went down while he
\ II ! If
-bib n\fU I left M'e,
was in command.
If any body else had been
I M'li i,
iw If! Whell ! meet her
in command at the time it would have been
•'
-in 'll kiss me t! tile door.
the same, although the result would most
likely have been brought, about with less loss
THE NICK WALL HORROR.
ot life. His Wilderness
campaign was a perfect massacre.
His road was paved with
>1- in;'’ii-- (1.Ii in fin itiHt.jn
Kvening Times.]
Should occasion require you to purchaso
skulls and washed with blood. His conduct
B. A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, l»e
I
particui-ngvis wlui arrived here to-night from in
to the exchange of prisoners was
regard
larly careful to see that the initials are //.
>vv amniig whom is one <il the
A. This istiie m-ticlo that lias been ho
passengers inexcusable. In li'is correspondence on the
ilie Nirk Wall, give the
following details subject lie let one sentence drop which i 11 us- !
'lie accident to that boat on
Favorably Known Since 1829,
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I’lie Wall struck the snag room.
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>So it is with the character of a man.
it lialf-pa.-l ten on the night named and sunk We
a
clear
into
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frequently get
insight
m le
Milan ten minutes in (orty feet of water. heart, as it
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
were, by a single sentence that lie
11' r hurricane roof tailing in from the inlor
lie is utter]}’remorse- Prizes cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
may write
speak.
ine;:'
weight thereon made prisoners of the less.
Objecting to exchanging prisoners UP1JAM, Providence, R. 1.
'•aliin pus-eiiger-. thereby preventing their with the rebels because
our men in their
Mr. .Moiitehuehter, the
A Week Salary !—Young men wanted as
'•'cape.
passenger hands were weak and emaciated, while the S* A
jmiPj local and travelling salesmen. Address (with
meiitioned. stales that at the time named rebel
were strong and able to go stamp) It. il. WALKER, 81 Park Row, N. Y.
prisoners
eight or ten passengers were sitting about right into the army and fight us.
the stove when they fell the shock.
He then
“Grant, sir, is a small man; he is little ev'■ u
"in of the door of the cabin, and was
ery way you take him. He is a bundle of
about to return when the roof caved in, dash- small
WILL PAY ACJEYTfi A SAL Alt Y
contemptible prejudices, lie does not
of
per week and expenses, or all a large
ing barrel-, wagons, ploughs and other ar- rise to the dignity of a man. 11c lacks cour- commission,
to sell our new and wonderful inventions,
ticles into the cabin, where
had
Address
M.
WAGNER
& GO., Marshall, Mich.
everybody
age as well as discrimination. He thinks lie
rushed who could gel out of their staterooms. is
tools of certain politicians, when,
making
Mr. Moutolmteher’s turthcr statement is as in
MEDICAL PAMPHLET...fl«u>itruth, they are making a tool ol Him. 15m
I was thrown
l"ll"\vnal, ■•liyulcal ami Aei-vou* Debility, its
against the smoke- lie does not know it; lie is to be pitied.”
effects and cure. Price 25 cents. Address SECRETARY,
ink on starboard, as the
Museum ol Anatomy, 018 Broadway, New York.
steamer, was then
hilling on le r larboard side. I was twice
pull' d back by the hair, and, in the third atA RESURRECTIONIST CAPTURED.
QEMINAL WE.4KYEMM, how to treat and
fjeure it. Pamphlet sent free. Address Dk. II. C.
tempt made, ome one caught me by the feet,
NEWELL
k CO., Hartford, Conn.
the
Cincinnati
[From
in
the struggle to save himself, and
Gazette, Dec.
pulled
m v .shoes oil'.
1 finally managed to
It
the
will
be
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that
a
short
time
gain
hurricane deck, and then saw no
earthly ago we gave an account of the 'modus o/icrnn'•bailee tin escape, as the roof was
di
this
by
practiced by body snatchers in the pursuit
me crowded, and
A Clergyman, while residing in South America as a
every one was seeking of their repulsive occupation, and how the
for something on which'to float.
missionary, discovered a safe and simple remedy ior the
The boat burying grounds of the city and country in- Cure
of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
waby this time under the water; nothing firmaries and ot Longview Asylum were de- the Urinary and Seminal
Organs, and the whole train of
"•mained out but the hurricane roof and the populated of the dead
disorders brought on by baneful and vicious habits.
paupers. Wo have Oreat numbers
have
been
cured by this noble remedy.
pilot house, rhe wreck was still floating now to record an incident of Wednesday Prompted a desire to benefit
the afllicted and unfortuby
'i"ivu the river, and we did not know what
in
the
1
will
of
send
the
nate,
familiarnight
receipe lor preparing and using this
history Cunningham,
time she would sink.
’iVomen were scream- ly called “Old Gunny,” in which he was sad- medicine, in a sealed envelope, to any one who needs it,
Free of charge. Address JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
»" t":'husbands ami
children, and children ly interrupted while engaged with two black D. Bible
House, New York City.
tor parents,
dust as we thought all hopes experts in
elevating a couple of subjects ina. iv
gone we saw tin' lights of a boat com- terred in the
graveyard used by the City Ining up the river, and every one that could
just in the rear of that’instilution.
SAN U O Rl) S
noiiicd lor assistance, .lames Vandervorst, firmary,
It seems that this notorious veteran in the
'-•it ml pilot, lighted a
piece ot paper in business, accompanied by his two stalwart
the pilot house,
showing it as a signal of dis- assistants, started out Wednesday night on
less,
in about liftceii minutes the
friendly the avenue in his open spring wagon. The
oout floated
alongside and made fast to the objective point was the burying place of pauWINTER ARRANGEMENT!
.vreek, when a staging was thrown out and pers above mentioned. The
night was cold
II that were able got on board the Seminole. and the air
In order to keep the
bracing.
T’ A li Id
11 Id D U O EIM!
Alter she came alongside, Vandervorst and cold out and
the animal heat in, “Gunny”
I’i'diard l till, tin- porter of the ill-fated steamat the Avenue House in
to
stopped
Carthage
THE STEAMER
's
cut through the hurricane roof and found “wet his whistle”
between the hours ol elev•Mrllois the captain’s wife,
S K \ T AUDI N
in en and twelve, lie was also seen at
wedged
eight
among a lot of barrels, boxes, Ac.
She was o’clock, when a party of eight
capt. H- s- R,CH
persons, dibrought into the cabin of the Seminole, and vining his movements, was at once formed, W ill
leave
BK1.EAST
for
BOSTON
every Monday : t :>
alter great exertions showed
signs of life and who followed him and his assistants to the
o’clock P. M., making
i- now doing well.
The dead were then graveyard. Here, to the
of
the
resurrecOne Trip per Week through the Winter.
joy
brought in. The seem; beggars description. tionist, lie discovered two freshly made iilOnJIt.NINii—Will
leave BOS I ON every iiiuraday
There were about twenty-live killed, but 1 graves of two
at t o’clock f. M.
paupers who had been buried
cannot tell bow many were wounded.
Mr. the day before. The party in pursuit surFARE TO BOSTON,
$2.50.
l ay lor, from some part of Missouri, who rounded the
UEO. tJ. WEILN. tjvnl.
graveyard and commenced tiring
Belfast, Dec. 19, lsro.
j
was
wall
is
the
me,
dead.
rooming
among
promiscuously at the ghouls just as they
He bad retired about live, minutes before the were in the act of
the subjects from
raising
"•oideiil b ippened. A gentleman, with his their last
resting place. The colored assistdaughter imt son-in-law, the last two just ants at once dropped their tools and escaped
married, are among the dead. They intend- through the woods. Several shots were tir- Inside
Lino—Portland, Penobscot
ed to get ell about one mile below the wreck. ed after them, none
taking effect.
nr .Mi'i. u nu lies
r ne
Bay & Macliias.
aground aoout lour miles
party tncn advanced toward “Cuimy”
below Wortlion Point, where she struck. and told him to
THE STEAMER
give himsclt'u]). lie was told
The number of lives lost by the accident can- to hold up his hands to show that he had no
not tie ascertained.
t’il) of ISicliiiioml
Sixty or more deck pas- weapons in his pockets, lint lie was very
Capt. NVM. E. DENNISON.
sengers went on board at this place. Sev- obstinate, and refused to Hold up both hands,
eral ol these, in the midst of the terror of the resolutely keeping one of them in his
\\ ill make one trio per week, leaving Railroad Wharf,
pocket.
scene, leaped overboard and were drowned. An athletic fellow immediately brought a Portland, every THURSDAY EVENING, at 10 o’clock,
or on arrival of Express 1'rain from
Boston, lor Rock
Many were taken from the water by boats. loaded rifle to hear upon him,’Imt the cap land. Camden,
Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick,
The Seminole passengers say that Captain snapped, and another was put on with like So. West llarhor, (Mt. Desert,' Millbrldge,
Jonesport
Machiasport.
Montgomery came up to the wreck and result. This little accident no doubt saved andReturning
will leave Machiasport every Monday Morn
touched it so lightly and gently that there Canny from the dissecting room, and seeing ing at r, o’clock, touching
at tin* above named landing.
was
not the slightest perceptible shock
the determination of his captors to summary
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent.
Dec.
1S70.
Belfast,
H,
trJ'J
Then the lifeboats almost immediately sur- ly dispose of him lie reluctantly gave himrounded the Nick Wall. Captain Montgom- self up after sliding down a steep hill of SOO
ery not only exhibited coolness and skill, but feet.
lie handed over a seven-shooter and
bis kindness was unbounded.
The steamer begged them “for God’s sake” to spare his
Paragon passed the wreck of the Nick Wall life. He was then taken hack to the gravePROPELLOR LINE.
about two hours alter the accident occurred, yard, where his horse and wagon was standand the captain, oflicers and crew tendered ing. It was then ascertained that the bodies
STEAMSHIP
the unfortunate people taken from the wreck had been uncovered but had not been taken
A L L I A 1ST O K
Those going down out of the graves. “Old Cunny” with his
every possible kindness.
Capt. T. R. SIIUTK,
the river were taken by the Paragon to their shovels, picks and spades, was piled into the Will commence her regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery wharf Boston, THURSDAY,
destination.
wagon, and the whole party got in and ac- APRIL7,1870,touching
at Belfast, Saudy Point, BucksIn extricating Mrs. Hoe an axe had to be
him back to Carthage. He said port, Winterport and Bangor. Freight
and passengers
companied
used to cut through the hurricane roof. She lie did not expect such a load ot “bodies” to taken at reasonable rates.
S.
S.
LEWIS
&
SON, Agents.
was struck with the axe, blit not
seriously bring back. 11 lie “could get $20 apiece for Belfast, April fi 1870,
tl:t9
wounded.
Seventy emigrants and twenty the party he would do well.” On the return
cabin passengers boarded the Nick Wall here. to Carthage he
the
six-mile house,
stopped at
She had on board 150 souls, all of whom the “Black
Bear,” and another public house,
Store to
were lost, except those named above.
and
The
treated his captors profusely to the
SUBSCRIBER
disaster is the most
OFFERS FOR RENT THE
appalling one that has drinks, which cost him four or jive dollars. rpilE
.JL very desirable store now occnpled by himself. If Is
occurred since the explosion of the Sultana He was then released and started to the
situated
within
on
the
a few rods ot the Railroad
square
city
in 18G5. Among the lost was a bridal
and is well adapted for any wholesale or retail
party with an empty wagon, while his doughty Depot,
business.
Possession
Jan.
1st. Apply to
that got on here.
given
captors dispersed to their homes in the serene
:w.>,
S. S. LEWIS.
Belfast, Dec. I f, 1870.
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